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Preface 

This report presents highlights of research performed fiom July 15, 1994 through July 
15, 1995 under Phase I of a subcontract fiom National Renewable Energy Laboratory (a 
national laboratory of the U.S. Department of Energy operated by Midwest Research 
Institute) to The Pennsylvania State University (subcontract number W-4-13318-03 to 
prime contract DE-ACO2-83CH10093). The research was carried out under the direction 
of C. R Wronski, Leonhard Professor of Electronic Materials and Devices, serving as 
principal investigator, R W. Collins, Professor of Physics and Materials Research, and S. 
J. Fonash, Distinguished Professor of Engineering Science, serving as co-principal 
investigators. Materials and solar cells preparation and real time spectroscopic 
ellipsometry studies were carried out in the Electronic Materials and Processing Research 
Laboratory and the Intercollege Materials Research Laboratory of The Pennsylvania State 
University. Contributions to this work were made by J. S. Burnham, I. -S. Chen, C. M. 
Fortmann, M. Gunes, T. Jamali-beh, L. Jiao, S. Kim, J. Koh, Y. Lee, H. Liu, Y. -W. Lu, 
and S. Semoushkina. The contract monitor in this project was Werner L a .  The authors 
are grateful to members ofthe Wide Band Gap Team, the Mid Band Gap Team, as well as 
A Arya, M. Bennett, Y. -M. Li, N. Maley, and L. Yang of Solarex Thin Film Division, 
and S. Guha and J. Yang of USSC for helpful collaborations in this study. 

Objectives 

The objectives of this subcontract are to: 1) Develop a cost-effective amorphous 
silicon PV technology to foster a viable amorphous silicon PV industry in the United 
States ensuring that this industry remains a world leader in the a-Si technology; 2) Help 
the US. amorphous silicon PV industry to achieve the U.S./DOE PV Program FY 1995 
milestone of 10% stable efficiency commercial thin-* modules; 3) Help the U.S. 
amorphous silicon PV industry to achieve 12% stable efficiency commercial thin-film 
modules by 1998; and 4) Achieve 15% stable efficiency multi-junction arSi:H modules for 
large-scale utility use by the year 2005. 

Scope of Work 

The research in this program specifically applies to the activities of the NREL Wide 
Band Gap Team whose goal is to develop a single-junction, widegap solar cell with 
stabiiied parameters: V, = LlV, Jsc = 8.2mlvcm2, FF = 0.75, and efficiency = 6.8%. 
Phase I of this research and development program addresses the following issues: 

1. Improved Understanding of Stability in Materials and Solar Cells 
2. Intrinsic Materials Optimization 
3. Solar Cells Optimized for Intrinsic Layer Performance 
4. P-type Layer Optimization 
5. Top Cell Interfaces 
6. Solar Cell Grading 



Executive Summary 

Improved Understanding of Stability in Materials and Solar Cells 

Real t h e  in situ spectroscopic ellipsometry (RTSE) measurements and ex situ optical 
and electrical measurements were carried out to optimize a-Sil,,C,:H and a-Si:H materials 
for use as the i-layer (absorber) in widegap solar cells. Detailed characterization of both 
the annealed and stabiied degraded state a-Sil,,C,:H films, deposited with hydrogen 
dilution at substrate temperatures between 50°C and 3OO0C, were completed. 
Corresponding in situ and ex situ studies on a-Si:& deposited at different temperatures, 
have also been undertaken. These studies are being carried out on materials prepared with 
and without hydrogen dilution. We have been able to compare diluted and undiluted 
material and cell properties for a-Si:H deposited at Ts 2 200OC. 

Progress has been made in the understanding of the relationships between bulk 
properties of intrinsic materials andp-i-n solar cell performance. Detailed studies are being 
carried out on n-i-metal Schottky barrier devices including i-layers which are thick enough 
so that the device characteristics are less sensitive to interface effects. Greater 
improvement in self-consistent modeling of different characteristics is being obtained with 
midgap distributions of charged and neutral .defects consisting of three Gaussian 
distriiutions, rather than with the commonly used two Gaussian distributions, such as 
those in modeling ofp-i-n’s using AMPS. 

. 

Solar cell devices have been modeled using densities of states @OS) derived from 
analysis of thin film properties, and various characteristics of Schottky barrier and p-i-n 
structures were correlated with the bulk properties of the a-Si:H materials. The modeling 
and measurements of the solar cells under various illumination spectra are used to probe 
the spatial uniformity of the light-generated DOS. It is found that both red and white 
tungsten and Xenon light soaking as well as soaking with red light incident fiom either 
side of the cell cause only slight inhomogeneity with light induced defects generated in the 
i-layers. 

The relationships between bulk parameters and p-i-n solar cell performance is also 
progressing. At this point the modeling of the dark J-V characteristics of the solar cells 
indicates that as in the Schottky barrier devices, i-layers must be thick in order to attain 
suflicient sensitivity to bulk parameter inputs. It is also likely that after the bulk parameters 
are unambiguously established, the modeling of thinner devices could be used to establish 
the interface parameters. At this stage typical device analysis is used, including the light 
and dark (as a fbnction of temperature) J-V behavior and the quantum efficiency of cells. 

. 

Intrinsic Materials Optimization 

Widegap materials using conventional PECVD were optimized as guided by the 
measured material parameters for thin films, including the Urbach tail slopes, the densities 
and nature of gap defects, and electron and hole mobility-lifetime products. The 
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degradation of thin films and the relative stabilities of different widegap a-Sil,,C,:H and 
high H-content materials were compared and related to their microstructure. Novel 
approaches to fabrication of intrinsic widegap materials were initiated based on the 
insights gained fiom the optimization studies of conventional materials on the subsurface 
equilibration of H and enhanced formation of the desired gas-phase precursors. 

RTSE and ex silu photoelectric measurements were employed to optimize a-Sil-,&:H 
alloy films for use as the absorber layers in widegap solar cells. The best material, which 
exhibits an optical gap of 1.95 - 2.0OeVy is obtained at Ts = 200°C and an H-dilution ratio 
of R = 20. We have correlated the results of measurements on the thickness of surface 
roughness of a-Sil,,&:H alloy films by RTSE and, independently, ex situ atomic force 
microscopy (AFM). The results clearly demonstrate that RTSE is providing the correct 
desciiption of the surface thickness of the roughness and is in direct proportion to the rms 
roughness deduced by AFM. In addition it appears that RTSE is not affected by well- 
spaced asperities on the surface (spacing > l O O O ~ ) ,  which appear in some AFM images. 
On the other hand, RTSE can detect the presence of a 4 A layer of low Si bond packing 
density on the surface that is not detected by AFM. 

Studies on Si-rich a-Sil,&:H materials fabricated at Solarex and Penn State have 
been carried out. The annealed properties of the films produced with hydrogen dilution, 
over a wide range of T,, are close to those of a-Si:H. However their stabilized degraded 
states are similar to those of the undiluted films, having significantly lower mobility- 
lifetime products and higher densities of neutral dangliig bonds than a-Si:H materials. The 
large effect that hydrogen dilution has on the annealed state, which nearly vanishes in the 
stabilized degraded states of a-Sil,C,:H, is not understood but is consistent with results 
on solar cells. The differences in the degradation between a-Si:H and a-Sil,x&:H, if 
accurately modeled, may yield some new insights into the Staebler-Wronski Effect (SWE). 

We have improved the growth process for widegap a-Si:H prepared with H-dilution of 
Sa. The boundary between amorphous film growth and mixed-phase 
amorphoudmicrocrystalliie film growth as a function of H-dilution is quite gradual, 
depending strongly on the film thickness. For a substrate temperature of 25OoC, we found 
that a dilution ratio R = w2]/[Si] of 5 is optimum for high density, microstructurally- 
stable amorphous films 0Spm thick. For thinner films, a higher dilution ratio of -10 can 
be used without loss of material quality due to void or crystallite development. For films 
prepared at 200°C the optimum single-phase amorphous films fiom a microstructural 
standpoint are obtained with R = @&]/([SW]+[C&]) = 5 - 10. Films with R = 10 show 
the greatest surface smoothening upon coalescence, and the smoothest final illin surface, 
whereas films with R = 5 achieve the highest bulk film density. For even larger R values 
(e.g., R = 20, which is found to be optimum for a-Sil,&:H with a gap of 1.95eV), high 
quality very thin films (< - 2OOA) can be obtained, but microcrystallinity develops in the 
thicker films (> - 500A). Overall we conclude that the best a-Si:H is obtained just within 
the H-dilution boundary between the growth of amorphous and mixed-phase amorphous- 
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crystalline Si (as was concluded earlier for a-Sil,,C,:H). Currently our widegap pure 
a-Si:H solar cells prepared in our multi-chamber system are being deposited at 2OOOC with 
a reference value of R = 10. 

Solar Cells Optimized for Intrinsic Layer Performance 

We have developed the procedures for analysis of real time spectroscopic ellipsometry 
(RTSE) data on 111 SnO2:Flp-i-n solar cells prepared in a single-chamber system. The 
procedures have been applied to an optimum midgap a-Si:H baseline cell prepared at 
200°C in this system, which exhibited initial open-circuit voltage, fill-factor, short-circuit . 
current density, and efficiency of: (O.83Vy 0.71, 12.9mA/cm2, and 7.6%) when prepared 
with a 4300A i-layer without H-dilution on textured Sn02:F. In the RTSE analysis, the 
thicknesses and optical gaps of the materials are obtained in the actual cell configuration, 
rather than being inferred from studies on thick layers. In general, our results reflect 
expectations based on thick layer studies, except for an unanticipated p/i interface 
contaminant layer that forms during single-chamber purging between p- and i-layer 
growth. For the midgap baseline cell whose performance parameters have been described 
here, an a-Sil&:Hplayer doped with B using diborane is used. In this case the interface 
layer thickness is 1.7A for an optimum interface formation process. 

We have fabricated a series of solar cells using -*2OOOA widegap a-Sil,C&:H (- 
1.95eV) i-layers prepared at different H-dilution ratios under otherwise identical 
conditions. These cells were made with processing procedures similar to those for the 
midgap baseline cell, the only exception being the use of trimethylboron (TMB) as t h e p  
layer doping source gas in an attempt to reduce ph interface contamination (see “Top Cell 
Interfaces”). For cells deposited on specular ZnO, R = &]/([Sil&]+[CQ]) = 20, yielded 
the best combination of initial Voc (0.9OV) and fill-factor (0.56). For cells deposited on 
specular Sn&:F, R = 10 yielded the best combination (0.92V, 0.67). The latter cell 
yielded the best overall initial efficiency (3.9%) among samples prepared on three different 
TCO’s with different R values from 2 to 20. The effective interface contaminant layer for 
the highest efficiency cell is - 0.64 an improvement attributed to an optimized interface 
formation process, including use of TMB as the p-type doping source gas as well as the 
beneficial effect of striking a H2-rich plasma on the player surface. 

P-type Layer Optimization 

As noted in the previous paragraphs, a TMB capability has now been established for 
the preparation of our widegap p-type layers in both multi- and single-chamber systems. 
For widegap players formed both fiom diborane and TMB, any increase in gap with 
carbon incorporation is offset by a roughly equivalent increase in the conductivity 
activation energy. The only materials that we have observed deviating from such offsetting 
behavior are a-Si:H:B films whose gaps have been widened by post-hydrogenation with 
ament-generated atomic hydrogen. We have tried to incorporate such materials into p-i- 
n solar cells on SnO2:F-coated glass substrates; however, the H-treatment is observed to 
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lead to a degradation of the TCOlp interface. Further work will focus qn ZnO TCO 
substrates in an attempt to eliminate the problem. 

The quality of the standard Penn State TMB a-Sil-,C,:H players prepared in our 
multi-chamber system have been compared to those of Solarex using pi-n structures, 
without graded layers, deposited on specular TCO substrates. The Penn State cell with a 
TMB a-Sil-x&:Hp-layer has V, = O.92Vy Jsc = 9.6mA/cm2, and FF = 0.69 under AM1 
light while the corresponding cell incorporating the Solarex TMB a-Sil-x&:Hp-layer has 
Voc = 0.88V, Jsc = 9.6mA/cm2, and FF = 0.58. The lower V, &d FF can be due to the 
fact that Solarex players were exposed to air much longer than Penn State players and 
the H-treatments were not optimized. 

We have also started to investigate n-i-p solar cell structures prepared on stainless 
steel and Sn@ substrates in our multi-chamber system. Stainless steelln-i structures have 
been fabricated with our a-Sil-x&:H players or pc-Si players fiom USSC with both 
semitransparent Cr and specular TCO top contacts. A procedure has been established for 
obtaining the Voc with the 10% transparent Cr contacts which corresponds to AM1.5 
illumination of the transparent TCO structures. Comparisons have been made between 
cells with a-Sil-,&:Hp-layers and pc-Si players and TCO as top contacts deposited at 
USSC on the same batch of stainless steelln-i structures. 

Even though the USSC structures were exposed to air for a long time before pc-Sip- 
layer deposition, higher V,’s were obtained with pc-p-layers prepared with BF3. (It 
should be pointed out that p-i contacts in the case of the n-i-p cell structures have not 
been optimized.) Thus far the highest V,’s were obtained with hydrogen diluted a-Si:H 
layers deposited at 170OC. The cell structures, with no graded layers and USSC pc-Si p- 
layers had a V, of 0.96V, about 90meV higher than the corresponding n-i-p(SiC:H) 
structure. This value is very close to the highest V, obtained for an all a-Sil-,&:H cell 
fabricated in a single-camber system at Penn State and monitored by RTSE. Fabrication of 
n-i-p(pc-Si) solar cells is now being undertaken at Penn State and the stability of thepi-n 
and n-i-p structures with different players is being investigated. 

Top Cell Interfaces 

Techniques are continuing to be developed for analysis of RTSE data collected during 
the preparation of the top junction (SnOZ/p-i) of the a-Si;H p-i-n solar cells in our single- 
chamber system. The monolayer-by-monolayer, optical fingerprint of standard cell 
preparation using a diborane-based player on specular Sn02 has been established. Such 
preparation yields an efficiency of 7.6% as determined fiom co-prepared cells on textured 
Sn02 (which cannot be monitored directly by RTSE due to light scattering fiom the 
surface). The optical fingerprint deduced fiom RTSE includes the evolution of the bulk 
and roughness layer thicknesses, and the dielectric functions and optical gaps for thep and 
i layers, as well as the characteristics of the contaminant layer that forms between the two 
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layers during chamber flushing. Using the optical fingerprint to guide p/i interface 
formation procedure, optimization of the standard midgap cell has been carried out. The 
resulting fbrther improvements yielding efficiencies as high as 8.4% are establishing a 
baseline for (i) incorporating widegap i-layers and (ii) for testing player improvements. 

Theph interface structures of the solar cells fabricated withp-layers doped with either 
diborane or TMf3, but otherwise prepared similarly, have been compared. Thinner 
interface layers have been achieved with an optimum player doped with TMl3 (0.6A) 
versus diborane (1.74 and the highest efficiency midgap and widegap a-Sil,&:H cells (- 
8.4% and 3.9%, respectively); were obtained when the thinnest interface layers were 
observed. Thus far no clear evidence has been found for Voc being controlled by the 
interface layer thickness although this layer may affect the short-circuit current and/or fill- 
fkctor. However, such relationships cannot yet be determined unequivocally owing to the 
variation of other factors that may influence the cell parameters and efficiency. 

RTSE has been used to obtain insights into the top-junction preparation in a single- 
chamber system and plasma shut-down and flushing procedures have been developed that 
reduce the thickness of the contamination layer at theph interface to < 1 monolayer when 
TMB is used as the doping gas. We have also applied filament H-treatments in our multi- 
chamber cell deposition process to d f i s e  H into the p/i interface region. With this 
process step, the efficiency of our mid-gap baseline cells has been increased fiom - 8% to 
8.6%. It has been found in the RTSE studies of Sn02:F and a-Sil-&:H player exposure 
toptype gases that there is no thermal decomposition in the case of TMB, indicating why 
TMB has led to further reduction of contamination at theph interface. 

Solar Cell Grading 

Procedures have been developed to fabricate and characterize layers prepared using 
continuously varying H-dilution. Such layers exhibit a continuously varying void volume 
fraction with thickness, and because of the non-linear dependence of growth rate on H- 
dilution, it is dficult to determine and control the thickness of the deposited layer. Using 
RTSE, we are able to determine the accumulated thickness versus time and the void 
volume h d o n  versus thickness, and thus establish the protocol for controlling these 
layers. Such an approach will be incorporated into either the player or buffer layer 
process in widegap cells, designed so as to minimize TCO damage. Hydrogen-dilution 
grading has been employed in attempts to improve the open-circuit voltages of OUT 

optimum widegap solar cells prepared on specular Sn02:F. The decrease in V, for cells 
on Sn02:F, observed when R is increased from 5 to 20, is thought to result fiom reduction 
of the TCO upon penetration of H fiom the i-layer plasma through the player. As a result, 
we have incorporated an H-dilution ramp fiom R = 2 to 20 in the first 200A of the growth 
of the a-Sil-xCx:H i-layer where the properties of the resultant graded layer are deduced 
from RTSE measurements. 
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The capability of characterizing the optical gap profile versus thickness for widegap 
p/i-interface buffer layers using RTSE has also been developed. The incorporation of an 
optimized widegap buffer layer into our widegap a-Sil,Cx:H solar cells on specular 
Sn02:F has led to an increase in Voc from 0.93 to the highest value of 0.96V. However 
there was a corresponding drop in the fill factor from 0.62 to 0.60 which resulted in the 
same initial cell efficiency. We are currently characterizing the carbon concentration 
profiles and optical gap profiles of buffer layers which have resulted in the increase of 
initial efficiencies by 20% for cells prepared on ZnO TCO’s. 
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1. Improved Understanding of Stability in Materials and Solar Cells 

1.1 Improved Understanding of Stability in Materials 

As in the case of intrinsic amorphous silicon films it was found that the charged defects 
in a-Sil-,&:H films play a major role in determining their photoconductivity and sub- 
bandgap absorption. The a-Sii-,&:H iihs deposited at Ts &om 50°C to 300°C were 
characterized in both the annealed and the stabiied degraded states. Using the same 
defect distriiutions as in amorphous silicon, albeit, with increased overall defect densities, 
very good fits to the annealed state sub-bandgap a(hv) data could be obtained. The 
diluted a-Sil-x&:H films have a lower charged and neutral defect density than the 
undiluted Gims but these densities are significantly greater than those in both H2-diluted 
and undiluted a-Si:H. The values of a(l.3eV) in the annealed and the stabilized degraded 
states (steady state of 10AM1.5 illumination) are shown in Fig. 1. 

The results fo? the a-Sil,,&:H films deposited at TS 2 2OOOC with and without 
hydrogen dilution reconfirmed the vast difference in these two types of materials. In the 
annealed state the electron mobility-lifetime products of the diluted films are very close to 
those of a-Si:& which is about 20 to 50 times higher than those of the undiluted films. 
This is illustrated by the open symbols in Fig. 2 where the mobility-lifetime products 
versus generation rate are shown for diluted and undiluted a-Si1,Cx:H as well as for an 
a-Si:H film deposited at TS = 25OOC. It should be noted here that the sub-bandgap 
absorptions at 1.3eV in both of the a-Sil,C,:H films are quite close together as seen in 
Fig. 4. In Fig. 3 the corresponding results are shown for the a-Sil,,&:H films deposited 
with hydrogen dilution at different Ts. It is important to note that there is a spread in the 
results for the different TS samples; however, the electron mobility-Wetime products of 
these diluted films, and the diluted films in Fig 2, exhibit similar characteristics in the 
annealed and the stabilized degraded states. 

It appears more plausible at this point to associate such large differences in mobility- 
Wetime products of the diluted and undiluted a-SiI,x&:H as due to the differences in 
Wetime rather than those in mobility. The similarities in the characteristics of the diluted, 
relatively low carbon content, a-SiI,C,:H films to those of a-Si:H on the other hand 
suggest that there is also a strong resemblance in the gap states of these two types of 
materials. Consequently these can be self-consistently modeled with the defect 
distriiutions that have been used earlier for a-Si:H. 

The characteristics of both diluted and undiluted a-Sil,Cx:H materials in the stabilized 
degraded state however are quite different from those of a-Si:H in the corresponding 
state. They now both exhibit similar electron mobdity-lifetime products which are up to 
about 100 times lower than those of a-Si:H. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 by the fUed 
symbols where the mobility-lifetime products are shown as a fbnction of generation rate. 
In the stabiied degraded state the sub-bandgap absorptions of the a-Sil-,C,:H f3ms are 
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nearly the same and about a factor of 5 higher than that of a-Si:H. This is illustrated in Fig. 
4 where the sub-bandgap absorption measured with dual-beam photoconductivity (DBP) 
at low generation rate is shown as a finction of photon energy for the diluted and 
undiluted a-Sil,Cx:H films and a-Si:H film of Fig. 2. The higher sub-bandgap absorptions 
of the a-Si1,,Cx:H films reflect the higher densities of neutral dangling bonds - as verified 
by electron-spin resonance (ESR) measurements. However these higher densities are not 
sufficient to explain the 100 times different mobility-lifetime products. These results point 
to some kndamental differences in the nature of the degradation in both diluted and 
undiluted a-Si1-,&:H and that of a-Si:H. Understanding of these differences in the 
degradation should offer new insight into the mechanisms responsible for SWE. 

1.2 Improved Understanding of Stability in Solar Cells 

The degradation of 0.6 to 0.8pm solar cells was investigated using illuminations with 
white light fiom a Xenon arc and an ELH halogen lamp, as well as the halogen lamp 
illumination with a red filter transmitting at wavelengths h > 64Onrn. This allowed 
comparisons to be made between the two commonly used white light spectra (Xenon arc 
versus ELH halogen) and volume absorbed red light (ELH halogen + red filter). Because 
of the different intensities, I, involved, the comparison between the different illuminations 
was made using exposure times, t, where t was determined fiom the empirical relation, fe8t 
= constant, reported by Yang et al., Appl. Phys. Left. 59, 840 (1991). The relative 
intensities I were determined from the ratio of the photocurrents obtained with the 
different illuminations on cells under large reverse biases. Both homojunction and 
heterojunction solar cells were studied and the degradation characterized not solely by the 
light J-V's, as is generally done, but also by dark J-V and QE measurements. The latter 
two types of measurements are more sensitive to the actual gap state distributions and 
parameters than the light I-V's. 

We found that the empirical relation found by Yang et al. for Xenon arc illuminations 
gave very good agreement for the white and red light fiom the ELH halogen illuminations 
when the intensities were normalized using the procedure developed here. Examples of 
this are illustrated with the QE and light J-V results in Fig. 5 and 6 for the case of a 
heterojunction cell and a homojunction cell. Also shown in the figures are the results for 
white light illumination fiom the Xenon arc lamp which is commonly used in the 
degradation studies of solar cells. These results clearly show that: 1) the large component 
of the blue light that is present in the Xenon arc white light spectrum is inefficient in 
degrading solar cells; 2) the large component of the red light in ELH halogen spectrum is 
the illumination which dominates the degradation in solar cells. This is clearly indicated by 
the same results obtained with and without the red light filter which implies that white 
ELH halogen illumination can be safely used to obtain essentially volume absorbed light 
effects. 
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Fig. 1 cr(l.3eV) for hydrogen diluted a-Sil-,&:H deposited at 
substrate temperatures from 50°C to 300°C. 
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Fig. 2 Mobility-lifetime products versus generation rate for a-Si:H, 
undiluted and diluted a-Si,,CX:H deposited at 250°C. 
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2. Intrinsic Materials Optimization 

2.1 Widegap Silicon Materials 

We studied H-dilution of S i  in a-Si:H preparation as a possible alternative route to 
more stable, wider-gap solar cells. Initial studies in which a-Si:H prepared with H-dilution 
of Si& is characterized in terms of its optical gap, Urbach slope, defect density, and 
microstructure are needed for our concurrent modeling studies. We characterized 
a-Si:H films prepared as a hc t ion  of substrate temperature (Ts) at H-dilution levels of R 
(= w2]/[Si&]) = 0 and 10. It was found that lower Ts yielded higher optical gaps because 
of the higher hydrogen content observed in earlier studies. There is a shrinking of the 
differences between the optical gaps of the undiluted and diluted films as Ts is lowered. 
The high activation energies, Eo, of the dark conductivity 1-00 to 1.05eV for different Ts 
indicate that the Fermi levels are close to midgap in these materials. When assessed using 
sub-bandgap absorption and inverse Urbach slope, the best material (presumably having 
minimum disorder and lowest defect density) within the explored parameter range was 
obtained at Ts = 2OOOC and R = 10, as indicated in Fig. 7. The electron mobility lifetime 
products, p ~ ,  of the two types of films at different TS are shown in Fig. 7(a), where it can 
be seen that the diluted films have higher pz products than the corresponding undiluted 
&ns. Shown in Fig. 7(b) are the a(l.2eV) values for the diluted and undiluted films at 
different T,, where all the diluted films show lower cr(l.2eV) values than their 
corresponding undiluted t h s .  

We have also studied the effect of H-dilution on the microstructural development of 
a-Si:H films prepared at 200°C. The goal of this work was to identi@ the optimum H- 
dilution ratio for use in solar cells prepared in our single-chamber system, based solely on 
RTSE. There is reason for optimism that this can be done considering our earlier studies 
of a-SiI&:H in which it was demonstrated that the films exhibiting the greatest surface 
smoothening in the first 50A of bulk film growth, not only exhibit the smoothest final film 
d a c e ,  but also the lowest density of midgap defects and least disorder. There is also a 
practical reason for applying RTSE alone, namely that thick films on smooth glass, Cry or 
oSi substrates have a tenden@ to peel immediately upon removal fiom the deposition 
system, making ex situ measurements of fbndamental properties virtually impossible. 
Optimized solar cells can be fabricated, however, since the i-layer fibs prepared on 
textured SnQ:F substrates do not peel due to the stress relief of the texturing. We are 
also interested in the fimdamental insights that RTSE can provide concerning the 
differences between a-Si:H fiIms prepared with pure Sa, and those prepared with H- 
dilution of Si&, owing to the observed higher stability of solar cells incorporating i-layers 
prepared under dilution conditions. 

Fig. 8 shows the nuclei development and surface roughness layer evolution (ds), along 
with bulk layer growth (db) for two films, both prepared on c-Si substrates at 200°C but 
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with two different values of R = [ H 2 ] / [ S ~ ] ,  namely R = 0 and 10. In preparing these 
films, the partial pressure of the source gases [ S ~ ]  was maintained constant at 0.07Torr. 
Thus, the total pressure varies from 0.07 to 0.5Torr as R is increased fiom 0 to 20. For T 
= 2OO0C, the low pressure operation (0.07Torr) at low dilution tends to lead to improved 
properties due to the elimination of polysilane groups that form in the film at the higher 
pressures (OSTorr). By maintaining a constant partial pressure, rather than a constant 
total pressure, one sees lesser improvement in the film properties with increasing H- 
dilution (since the starting film properties are already good), but an important 
improvement is observed nonetheless. The key parameter to be deduced fiom Fig. 8 is 
Ad,, the decrease in roughness layer thickness that occurs during coalescence, ie., in the 
&st 50 81 of bulk film growth. A significant increase in Ad, occurs fiom 2.7 to 7.281 as R 
is increased from 0 to 10. Based on previous observations, we conclude that .films with R 
= 10 should exhibit superior electronic properties. 

. 

Fig. 9 shows Ad, as a function of R for the full series of samples prepared at 200OC. 
(Also included in Fig. 2 are the corresponding results for a series of samples prepared at a 
substrate temperature of 250°C to be discussed later.) Overall, the coalescence improves 
with increasing R all the way up to R = 20. For R 2 40, microcrystalline nuclei develop on 
the c-Si substrates ight fiom the start. When this occurs, coalescence is incomplete and a 
more complicated optical model is required for interpretation of the RTSE data, namely 
one that includes the evolution of the crystalline structure. One also notes fiom Fig. 9 the 
well-known observation that the greatest improvement in film properties with H-dilution 
occurs at lower substrate temperature. One might conclude on the basis of Fig. 9 that one 
should use Ts = 200OC and R = 20 for optimum film properties. However, Fig. 10 shows 
the surface roughness evolution as a hction of bulk film thickness in the first 1000 A for 
the 2OOOC films of Fig. 9 prepared with R = 10 and 20. One observes that the film with R 
= 10 has a stable 981 roughness layer throughout, whereas the roughness layer on the film 
with R = 20 increases in thickness rapidly to - 40A as the bulk thickness increases above 
200A This is found to be related to the development of crystallites which nucleate, not 
directly fiom the oSi  substrate in this case, but fiom the a-Si:H after - 200A of flm have 
been deposited. Clearly this film would not be suitable for a solar cell. In contrast, the 
structure of the film with R = 10 remains amorphous throughout the growth of a 5000A 
thick film, and thus would be closer to optimal for use in a solar cell. 

This points out a limitation in making conclusions solely on the basis of Ad, in Fig. 9. 
Before choosing the optimum R value, one must also inspect the properties of the final 
film to ensure that it remained amorphous throughout the growth process. It likely that for 
a 10081 amorphous % the optimum value of R is 20; however, these conditions lead to 
crystallinity for a 500081 .film and thus are not suitable for i-layer preparation. To complete 
this picture, Fig. 11 shows the relative void volume fiaction, the surface roughness 
thickness, and the crystalline Si volume fiaction after 200 8, of growth and in the final film 
for the series of films prepared at 200OC. From these results we conclude that R = 5 - 10 
yields better microstructural properties for a-Si:H in comparison to R = 0. In fact R = 5 
yields the highest thick film density but R = 10 yields the smoothest surfaces. From this 
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figure we conclude that R = 10 is quite close to the boundary of c-Si formation for thick 
films. As was observed earlier for a-Sil-x&:H we conclude that the best a-Si:H is obtained 
just within the H-dilution boundary between the growth of amorphous and mixed-phase 
amorphous-crystalline Si. 

2.2 Widegap Silicon-Carbon Materials 

We have combined real time optical measurements, along with ex situ electronic 
characterization, in order to optimize a-Sil&:H alloys (x = 0.09; Eg = 1.90 - 1.95eV) as 
a hct ion  of the H-dilution ratio R = @T2]/([CQ]+[Sa]) for widegap solar cell 
applications. In the earlier studies, we found that the H-dilution conditions for which 
maximum thin fiIm nuclei coalescence occurs on the monolayer scale, as determined by 
RTSE, are precisely those conditions gelding the best photoresponse, lowest midgap state 
density, and steepest Urbach edge. This correlation provided M e r  evidence that 
enhanced precursor diffusion and/or more effective cross-linking, observed at the atomic 
level, lead directly to a reduction in the disorder and defects that degrade the electronic 
properties of the resulting film. In the previous work, it was found that the optimum H- 
dilution ratio of R = 20 - 25 is the maximum that can be sustained without the formation 
of Si microcrystals during the preparation of a thick film. 

/ 

In the previous optimization study, the only variable parameter was the H-dilution 
ratio R Other parameters were fixed at typical values used for unalloyed a-Si:H; for 
example, a substrate temperature (T,) of 25OOC and an rf power of - 130mW/cm2. We 
have ked the optimum dilution ratio (R = 20) found for T, = 250OC and have performed 
a series of a-Sil-x&:H depositions as a fbnction of substrate temperature. In this series, as 
in the earlier one with variable R, the [C&]/[Sw] flow ratio was maintained at 213 to 
yield an alloy composition x in a-Sil-xCJ3 of 0.09 at TS=25O0C. As an example of the 
information that RTSE provides, Fig. 12(a) shows the evolution of the two-layer structure 
of the a-Sil,&:H f lm prepared with R = 20 and T, = 100OC. The surface layer of 
thickness d, is characterized by its low density, and represents the nuclei in the early stages 
of growth and the roughness in the later stages of growth. The underlying buk layer of 
thickness db is characterized by its bulk-like density, and represents the klly coalesced 
layer. The critical aspect to be observed in Fig. 12(a) is the smoothening effect in d, that 
occurs between the t h e  of nuclei contact (when db = 1 monolayer or - 2SA) and the time 
at which stabilization of the roughness occurs (when db - 50 A). In Fig. 12(a), this 
smoothening amplitude is determined to be 8A0.5A. It is interesting to compare the 
behavior in Fig 12(a) for a-Sil-x&:H prepared with H-dilution with that for a-SkH 
prepared at similar Ts, but fiom pure Sw @e., without H-dilution). Fig. 12(b) shows 
results for the latter deposition. In this case, a significantly lower smoothening amplitude 
of 3w is obtained. Fig. 13 combines data for the smoothening amplitude Ads fiom a 
number of depositions versus T,, including a-Sil-,C,:H prepared with R = 20 (plasma 
power flux - 130mW/Cm2) and pure a-Si:H prepared with R = 0 (plasma power flw - 
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50mW/cm2). Earlier we proposed that a larger amplitude for Ad, indicates enhanced film 
precursor difision on substrate and film surfaces, as well as enhanced cross-linking 
between neighboring nuclei. The significant difference between the results in Fig. 2 for 
a-Si:H and a-Sil-x&:H is not attributed to the presence of Cy but rather to the H-dilution 
used for the alloys. From Fig. 13, we conclude that the H-dilution used for the alloys leads 
to a wider range of Ts over which strong coalescence is observed (1 50 - 25OoC, compared 
to 225 - 275°C for a-Si:H with R = 0). 

The implications of this result become clearer when the amplitude of the surface 
smoothening Ads is plotted together with other characteristics. In Fig. 14, we show Ads 
along With the surface roughness thickness at a bulk layer thickness of 1004 ie., d,(db = 
loo& the absorption coefficient at 1.2eVY and the inverse slope of the Urbach edge Eu, 
plotted for the alloys as a function of temperature Ts. It is apparent &om this figure that 
the monolayer scale microstructural development (as indicated by Ada  correlates, not only 
with the surface smoothness of the coalesced film [as indicated by ds(db = loo& but also 
with EV and a(l.2eV). For this series of samples as well, the monolayer-scale coalescence 
characteridtics are an important indicator of good electronic quality. On the basis of the 
results in Fig. 14, we suggest that the best a-Sil,&:H films for solar cell applications with 
Eg = 2.OeV are obtained with R = 20 and T, = 200°C. In general, however, the effect of 
substrate temperature on the properties of these alloys is quite weak compared to films 
prepared without H-dilution. Finally, we note that the electronic properties in the 
stabilized degraded state also follow the behavior of Fig. 14. 

2.3 Widegap Silicon versus Widegap Silicon-Carbon 

Fig. 15 compares the E2000 gaps for "wide gap" materials prepared using either carbon 
alloying, H-dilution, or alternating growth and in situ H-treatments. The former two series 
are plotted as a function of H-dilution. The deposition temperature was 240 - 250°C for 
these samples (solid points); however, the open points indicate the effect on the gap when 
the deposition temperature is reduced to 175 - 200°C. This figure shows that, for a-Si:H, 
a 0.06eV increase in gap occurs with increasing H-dilution to R = 10, and an additional 
0.03eV increase occurs with the reduction in substrate temperature to 200°C. This yields a 
total gap increase of - 0.09eV over standard a-Si:H prepared without H-dilution (giving 
an E2000 gap value of 1.85eV). A much wider gap can be achieved through carbon 
incorporation. Incorporating carbon to yield x = 0.09 in a-Sil-x&:H gives an E2000 gap of 
1.88eV. Similar to the behavior for a-Si:% a 0.05eV increase in gap occurs with H- 
dilution for a-Sil&:H, and an additional 0.04eV increase occurs with the reduction in 
substrate temperature to 175OC. This yields a total gap increase - 0.21eV over standard 
a-Si:H (giving a gap value of 1.97eV). Typical results for a-Si:H prepared by alternating 
growth and atomic H-treatment at a deposition temperature of 220°C appear to be similar 
to those of a-Si:H with H-dilution of R - 5. Table 1 lists the basic properties of a-Si:H and 
a-Sil,x&:H prepared as a function of H-dilution and substrate temperature. Results are 
also given for the Solarex a-Sil,x&:H baseline series (presented along with our 
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a-Sil&:H), and for typical a-Si:H prepared by alternating growth and H-treatments 
(presented along with our H2-diluted a-Si:H). 

In our earlier studies of a-Sil-,C,:H alloys, we found optimum values of T - 200°C 
and R = 20 - 25, as highlighted in Table 1. In these studies, it was concluded that there 
was a well-defined optimum value of R just within the amorphous side of the 
amorphous/(mixed-phase amorphous-microcrystalline) phase boundary (i.e., the (a/pc)- 
bounda~y]. Because of the sensitivity of the quality of the a-Sil,&:H alloys to the value 
of R, it is important to perform even more detailed studies (ie., with a finer mesh in R) for 
a-Si:H. It is of interest to locate more accurately the (a/pc)-boundary as a fbnction of 
thickness for pure a-Si:H and also to see if a-Si:H can be fbrther optimized by operating 
on the amorphous side of this point. One might expect that the (a&)-boundary for a-Si:H 
is at a lower value of R than for a-Sil,,Cx:H, owing to the role of carbon in suppressing 
crystaliinity in the growth process. 

Figs. 16 and 17 show the results of the effect of H-dilution on the microstructure of 
a-Si:€€, iixing the substrate temperature at 250°C. Except where otherwise noted, the S a  
gas flow was Ssccm and the partial pressure of Sa was fixed at - 0.075Torr. This leads 
to total pressures ranging from 0.16 to 0.52Torr for R ranging fiom 3 to 20. Fig. 16 
provides a measure of the surfkce stability¶ defined as the rate of surface roughness 
increase with increasing bulk film thickness in the thick film regime (d = 3500A). This 
figure shows that films prepared with R < 10 have a relatively stable microstructure, 
whereas for R = 10 and above there is a stronger increase in the surface roughness. The 
latter behavior is characteristic of the type of microstructural development that either 
presages or accompanies microcrystahity. Further information on this aspect is shown in 
Figs. 17(a) and (b) where the volume hctions of voids and c-Si in the final film are given 
(open circles). There is no evidence of any c-Si in the films prepared with R s 10, and the 
void volume fraction in this range is low (< 3 vol.%.). However, we find that at high H- 
dilution, R 1 20, the volume fiactions of c-Si and voids are relatively large. Similar 
behavior was also observed in the a-Sil-&:H alloy films for R 2 30, namely the 
appearance of silicon crystallites was accompanied by a relatively large volume fraction of 
voids. 

' 

The decrease in c-Si volume fiaction with increasing R 2 20 in Fig. 17(b) is an artifact 
associated with the thickness dependence of the microstructure. The final films prepared 
with larger R were thinner, and there is a general trend to increasing c-Si content with 
increasing thickness during deposition for films with R 2 20. In general, we have found 
that the microstructure of the films with high H-dilution, R 2 10, evolve with thickness 
(see Fig. 16). Specifically, the film with R = 10 is filly amorphous throughout the growth 
process, but exhibits a roughening trend with increasing thickness. The film with R = 20 
nucleates as a-Si:& but exhibits a roughening trend that accompanies the development of 
crystallites after the initial SOA of growth (compare open and solid points in Fig. 17). 
M e r  this initial development of crystallites, the volume fiaction of the c-Si increases with 
increasing thickness. The films with R = 40 and 80 nucleate in a mixed 
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amorphoudcrystalline phase with an increasing volume fraction of c-Si with increasing 
thickness. This behavior in which there is a gradual microstructural transition with 
increasing H-dilution fiom R = 10 (amorphous, but roughening) to R = 40 (mixed-phase 
amorphoudcrystalline) contrasts with the relatively abrupt transition versus H-dilution for 
25 R 30 in the a-Sil-,C,:H alloys. The reason for thkdifference may have its origins in 
the differing microstructure of the two materials, taking into account the observation that 
Si crystallites can only readily nucleate fiom an amorphous network with a low packing 
density of tetrahedrally-bonded atoms. The a-Si1-,Cx:H prepared with R = 20 may have a 
low bond-packing density relative to a-SiH with R=5. For a-SiH, a low bond-packing 
density develops gradually with thickness at high H-dilution (R = 20) and this is what 
initiates the formation of crystallites. In contrast, in a-Sir&:H prepared at high H- 
dilution, the lower bond-packing density may exist fiom the onset of deposition. The 
conclusion based on the overall results in Figs. 16 and 17 is that fiom a microstructural 
standpoint, a dilution ratio of R = 5 appears optimum for thick films prepared at a 
substrate temperature of 25OOC. At this dilution level, the highest density microstructure is 
obtained, and this microstructure is stable throughout the growth of thick film. Additional 
detailed studies similar to these have been performed at lower substrate temperatures in 
order to supplement the results obtained at 200OC and described earlier. However at this 
point a full analysis of the ellipsometric data has yet to be completed. 
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Table 1 A comparison of some of the properties of “widegap” a-Si:H and a-Si1,Cx:H 
versus H-dilution and substrate temperature. Also shown for comparison are 
results for films of the Solarex a-Sil,C,:H baseline series (presented along with 
our a-Sil-xCx:H), and for typical a-Si:H prepared by alternating growth and 
filament-generated H-treatments (presented along with our H-diluted a-Si:H). 
The asterisks highlight optimized thick film materials. 

‘ 

a-Si:H 

E2000 (ev) 
(a=2000cm”) 

1.88 
1.89 
1.91 
1.93 
1.91 

a-Sil&:H, effect of substrate temperature (R = 20) and H-dilution (Ts = 250°C) 

EU a(cm-’) p7(cm2N) 
(mev) (at 1 .2e~)  ( G=I ~‘~cm-~s” )  
62 1.41 6.6~10~ 
61 0.96 7.2~10~ 
61 0.80 - 
54 0.34 2.5 x 1 O-’ 
116 10.7 - 

H-dilution R I 
I 0 - 

2 
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Fig. 7 The dependence of the electron mobility-lifetime product and 
the absorption coefficient at 1.2eV on substrate temperature for 
hydrogen diluted and undiluted a-Si:H films. 
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Fig. 8 Time evolution of the low density surface layer (dJ and bulk 
layer (db) thicknesses deduced from RTSE data collected 
during the deposition of two a-Si:H films prepared on c-Si 
with H2-dilution ratios (a) R = p2]/[SiH4] = 0 and (b) R 
= 10, both at 200°C. The results for the deposition with R 
= 10 exhibit a greater degree of coalescence of initial nuclei. 
Both depositions were performed with a fixed rf power flux 
of - 70mw/cm2. 
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Fig. 9 A measure of the degree of coalescence of a-Si:H thin film nuclei plotted as 
a fbnction of the H-dilution level used in the film growth process. Ad, is the 

amount of suxface smoothening that the film undergoes between the time of 
nuclei contact, when the roughness is generally largest, and the time when 
the bulk film is 5081 thick, when the'film has coalesced and the roughness 
has stabilized. Results are given for a series of a-Si:H samples prepared at 
2OOOC (solid points) and a series prepared at 250°C. The plasma power flux 
was - 70mW/cm2 for both series. 
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Fig. 10 Evolution of the surface roughness layer thickness as a function 
of the bulk layer thickness for two a-Si:H films prepared at a T, 
value of 200°C with R = 10 (top) and 20 (bottom). The extreme 
roughening for R = 20 has been attributed to the nucleation of 
crystallites which occurs after a bulk layer thickness of - 200~4. 
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Fig. 12(a) Evolution of db, which denotes the bulk layer thickness, and 
d,, which denotes either the low density nucleating layer 
thickness when t < tb or the overlying surface roughness layer 
thickness when t > tb. tb is the time at which the first bulk-like 
monolayer is formed (db - 2.5&. These results were deduced 
from RTSE data collected during the growth of a-Si,-xCx:H 
with R = 20 and T, = 100°C. The rfpower flux was - 
130m~/cm~.  28 
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Fig. 14 Microstructural and electronic parameters measured in real time 
and ex situ, respectively, for a-Si I,C,:H films versus substrate 
temperature. An optimum H-dilution level of R = 20 was 
employed. From top to bottom: amplitude of surface smoothening 
during coalescence, Surface roughness after lOOA of bulk film 
growth, absorption coefficient at 1.2eV, and inverse slope of the 
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Fig. 15 E,,,, versus H-dilution ratio R for a-Si:H and a-Si,&:H 
prepared at 240 - 250°C (solid circles) and 170 - 200°C 
(open circles). Also shown at R = 0 is the estimated gap for 
an a-Si:H film prepared by alternating growth and H-treatment 
at a substrate temperature of 220°C. 
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Fig. 16 Surface stability, defmed as the rate of surface roughness increase 
with bulk film thichess in the thick film regime (d = 3500A), for 
a-Si:H prepared as a function of H-dilution ratio R = [H2]/[SiH4]. 
The substrate temperature was 250°C. The partial pressure of SiH4 
was kept constant for this series at - 0.075Torr. 
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Fig. 17 (a) Void volume fiaction and (b) crystalline silicon volume fraction 
as a function of R for the films of Fig. 16. The solid points are 
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3. Solar Cells Optimized for Intrinsic Layer Performance 

3.1 Midgap Baseline Cell Deposition Monitored by RTSE 

The results reported in this part provide the first example in which the fir11 structural 
evolution and optical properties of the player, p/i-interface, i-layer, and n-layer have been 
detennined fiom RTSE measurements collected during solar cell fabrication. In previous 
analyses, the n-layer was not studied since our single-chamber system used for RTSE 
studies did not have n-type doping capability. Recently this capability has been added, so 
we are now able to characterize the fkll cell. The 1 1 1  analysis procedure has been applied 
first to an optimum midgap a-Si:H baseline cell whose performance parameters were 
discussed in the previous quarter's report (efficiency 7.6%). The a-Si:H pi-n baseline 
solar cell was prepared in the single-chamber system onto three types of substrates held at 
ZOOOC. Textured and specular SnO2:F-coated glass was used for devices, while a specular 
Sn&:F-coated Si wafer was used for RTSE with enhanced sensitivity. The plasma power- 
flux density was 70mW/cm2 for thep, i-, and n-layers. The a-Sil,x&:H (x = 0.05 - 0.10) 
player was prepared using flow ratios of [SiH&[C&]:~2H6]:~2] = 6:4:0.01:0.99 (in 
sccm) at a total pressure of 0.13Torr. Under these conditions, the formation of a metallic 
Sn layer via the reduction of the Sn02:F by player plasma hydrides is below detection 
limits (e 1A). This is achieved by the combination of a low H-dilution (R - 0.1) and low 
substrate temperature (ZOOOC). Upon termination of the player, the gas flow and plasma 
were shut down nearly simultaneously in order to avoid CVD of a-Si:H:B fiom theplayer 
gas mixture. However, a 50min Ar flush was needed after player deposition, in order to 
reduce contamination of the i-layer with residual boron @-carryover). For the i-layer, 
a-Si:H was deposited without H-dilution (i.e., a midgap cell) using a ZOsccm flow of S a  
at 0.19Torr. The a-SkH n-layer was prepared using a flow ratio of [Si&]:pH3] = 1O:O.Z 
(in a m ) .  To complete the devices, lOOOA Cr contacts were evaporated onto the n-layer 
ex situ @e., in a different chamber than that used for cell preparation and RTSE studies). 

Although we have presented information on RTSE analysis procedures in earlier 
reports, we will provide a brief review of those procedures used for solar cell analysis, 
focusing initially on the case ofp-layer growth on the rough (although specular) Sn02:F 
substrate fks .  For Sn02:F the roughness is a characteristic of the polycrystalline 
structure. For rough substrates such as specular Sn02:F, a more complicated optical 
analysis is required for overlying film growth than in the case of growth on smooth 
substrates such as c-Si, used in the nucleation study of the previous section. In Fig. 18, 
schematics of optical models representing (a) interface formation and (b) bulk layer 
growth are shown for a-Sil,&:Hp-layer deposition on rough Sn02:F. Model (a) is used 
before a well-defined a-Sil,&:H:B bulk layer has formed. Here, we assume that the 
roughness layer on the Sn02:F can be described as a -0.5/0.5 volume-fiaction mixture of 
Sn02:F/void using the Bruggeman effective medium theory. Initial film growth on Sn&:F 
is then characterized by two parameters: (i) 6, the volume fiaction of a-Sil-x&:H:B that 
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fills the modulations in the Sn02:F roughness layer (yielding a three-phase -0.5/g/(0.5-6) 
mixture of SnO;!:F/a-Sil-x&:H:B/void of thickness di), and (ii) d,, the thickness of the 
overlying a-Sil-xC&:H:B surface roughness layer, described as a 0.5/0.5 mixture of 
a-Sil-x&:H:B/void. When f j  reaches its maximum value near 0.5, indicating that the 
Sn@:F surface modulations are completely filled, then model (b) of Fig. 18 is used. In this 
case as well, two parameters characterize film growth: (i) d,, the surface roughness layer 
thickness, again a 030.5 mixture of a-Sil-x&:H:B/void, and (ii) db the bulk layer 
thickness. Analysis of the (y, A) spectra throughout the two regimes of Fig. 18 requires 
determining at most two photon-energy-independent parameters at each time, either (6, 
d,) or (d,, db), and one time-independent pair of spectra, the complex dielectric finction ~p 
of the bulk a-Sil-,Cx:H:B material. The analysis involves a minimization scheme that 
utilizes mathematical inversion to obtain cP and least-squares regression to obtain (fL d,) 
or (ds, db)- 

The upper two panels of Fig. 19(a) show the final results of this analysis for 
a-Sil-,Cx:H player growth on Sn02:F at 200OC. The Sn02:F bulk and surface layer 
thicknesses and dielectric fbnction are deduced fiom an analysis of the (v, A) spectra prior 
to deposition (t < 0). The initial roughness layer thickness on the Sna:F is found to be - 
l05A by minimizing interference- and substrate-related artifacts in the Sn02:F dielectric 
function. In the first 40s ofplayer growth, an optical model that.includes only the 105A 
interfhce roughness layer is sufiicient. In this time, fi increases to 0.50, meaning that the 
interface layer composition changes fiom a 0.48/0.52 Sn02:F/void mixture to a 
0.48/0.50/0.02 Sn02:F/a-Sil-x&:H:B/void mixture. For 40 t < 60 s, the a-Sil-x&:H:B 
surfiice roughness layer must be added, and it increases in thickness to 8581, For t > 60s, 
the bulk layer must be added since the interface modulations are completely filled with 
a-Sil-x&:H:B, i.e., = 0.52. The bulk layer thickness increases linearly at a rate of 
1.47&s, and in this regime the player exhibits a smoothening trend as the substrate- 
induced roughness is dampened out. When extrapolated back to t = 0, this trend yields a 
value close to the initial Sn02:F roughness thickness. At the end ofplayer deposition, we 
found: di = l05& dt, = 112& and d, = 75& for an effective'thickness of 0.52(105) -t 112 
+ OSO(75) = 20481, This value is in excellent agreement with the intended thickness 
(2OOA). The lower panel of Fig. 19(a) shows the dielectric knction of the player (inset) 
obtained along with the microstructural parameters in the analysis. The optical gap is 
determined using the method of Cody as shown in the main part of the panel. The 
resulting 200°C optical gap of 1.72eV obtained by the Cody method is in general - 
0.18eV lower than the 25°C Tauc gap. (Thus, the predicted 25°C Tauc gap of the player 
is 1.9OeV.) 

The optical model is sufficientIy complex that some independent corroboration of the 
analysis results is needed. First, we have found that the roughness layer thicknesses (ds) on 
a-Sil-x&:H iilms deduced by RTSE correlate with those measured ex situ by atomic force 
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mkroscopy (AFM) in accordance with the relationship: d, = 1.4dm(AFM) + ( 4 4 .  The 
slope (1.4) indicates that the optically deduced roughness is closer to a peak-to-peak ' 
value, while the intercept ( 4 4  may reflect differing sensitivities of AFM and RTSE. 
Second, the roughness value for the Sn02:F measured by AFM and that estimated by 
RTSE (from the extrapolation of the player smoothening trend) also obey this same 
relationship. Third, we found that the Cody method optical gap of Fig. ll(a) (1.72eV) is 
within 0.OleV of the corresponding value deduced fiom ex situ transmission and reflection 
measurements of a thicker film at 25OC (1.8OeV), taking into account the -5xlO4eVK 
gap shift with temperature. This observation demonstrates consistency in that earlier 
studies have suggested that, for bulk-like.amorphous semiconductor films (not clusters), 
the optical gap is independent of thickness. Thus, the three observations enumerated 
above suggest that the roughness evolution and optical gap obtained using the three-layer 
model are correct. An accuracy of - 5% is estimated for the roughness thicknesses; as will 
be seen, the precision is S . 2  

An analysis approach similar to that of the player has been used to study: (i) i-layer 
growth, (ii) n-layer growth, and (ii) p/i interface contaminant layer formation during Ar 
gas flushing, as shown in Figs. 19(b)-(c) and 20, respectively. For the i- and n-layers, the 
insets in Figs. 19(b) and (c) depict a wider range of dt,, including plasma termination. 
Although the interpretation of these results parallel those of Fig. 19(a), the ph  interface 
layer formation of Fig. 20 deserves fbrther comment. The p/i interface layer is ascribed to 
con taminants that accumlate on thep-layer surface during the Ar flush. The key parameter 
here is the effective layer thickness, given by Gdi+0.5d,. For the solar cell of Fig. 19 
prepared at 2OO0C, the average growth rate in the first 5min and the final effective 
thickness of the contaminant layer are 0.28Jmin and 1.7A For the previous "best" cell 
prepared at 25OOC using an identical p/i interface formation procedure, the corresponding 
values are 0 . 5 h n h  and 3.8A (open triangles in Fig. 20). These results are consistent in 
that greater contamination fiom the internal chamber components is expected at higher 
temperature. Because of the thinness of the contaminant layer, the gap value in the lower 
part of Fig. 20 should be considered only an estimate of its absorption onset energy. 

For the 200OC solar cell prepared on textured Sn02:F, the short-circuit current, open- 
circuit voltage, fill-factor, and efficiency were respectively (12.9mA/cm2, 0.83V, 0.71, and 
7.6%). The corresponding parameters for the previous best cell prepared at 25OOC were 
(13.7mA/cm2, O.74Vy 0.65, and 6.6%). It is well known that the cell parameters are very 
sensitive to the nature of the p/i interface. Thus, the thicker contaminant layer in the 
25OOC cell may account in part for its poorer performance, especially in view of the low 
energy absorption onset for the layer, which indicates a high density of states at the@ 
interface below the p- and i-layer bandgaps. Ascribing the poorer performance to the 
interface layer for the cell prepared at 25OOC is reasonable since the fhdamental 
properties of the midgap a-Si:H i-layer prepared without H-dilution do not degrade 
significantly as the substrate temperature is increased fiom 200 to 25OOC. Overall, the 
example of Fig. 20 shows how RTSE is now providing a better understanding of the 
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. relationships between monolayer-level interface structure and device performance that is . 
inaccessible to ex situ characterization tools. 

To summarize this part, Table 2 reveals the final data for the layered structure and 
optical gaps of the 2OOOC and 250OC cells discussed in the above paragraphs. For the 
latter, the n-layer was not monitored since it was prepared in a different deposition reactor 
in order to complete the device. (In this case, it was ascertained based on experiments 
with control cells that the sample transfer through the ambient, followed by a weak acid 
etch to remove contaminants, did not degrade the device performance.) Some points 
regarding the data in Table 2 deserve comment. First, the B- and Pdoped layer thickness 
are remarkably close to the intended values of 200A and 300A respectively. The largest 
deviation is 7.k for the n-layer of the 200°C cell. The average error for the three doped 
layers monitored by RTSE is 2.4%. This result suggests that we have our doped layer 
processes well under control. The.error for the two i-layers is significantly larger, 12 - 
14%, indicating that the deposition rate used in timing the i-layers has been overestimated. 
Such errors can be corrected in the next cell iteration since an updated, more accurate 
deposition rate can be obtained from the data for the cells of Table 2. Finally, we want to 
point out that the attractiveness of RTSE is the ability to deduce the final effective 
thicknesses, deposition rates, and optical gaps of the separate p-, i-, and n-layers in the 
actual cell coni$@ration, rather than fiom separate layers deposited independently. 

3.2 Widegap Baseline Cell Deposition Monitored by RTSE 

We have fabricated a series of solar cells incorporating - 200081 widegap a-Sii&:H 
(- 1.95eV) i-layers prepared using different H-dilution ratios. In addition to the specular 
Sn&:F covered c-Si substrates used for RTSE with enhanced sensitivity, the solar cell 
deposition was performed simultaneously on three glass substrates coated with different 
TCO's for device measurements: specular Sn02:F, textured Sn02:F, and specular ZnO. 
These cells were fabricated at 2OOOC using similar processing procedures as developed for 
the midgap baseline cell described in the previous section. However, one exception was 
the use of TMF3 instead of diborane as thep-type doping source in an attempt to reduce 
p/i interface contamination. Thus, the player was prepared using the following mixture: 
[Sa]:[C€€&p(CH3)3]:[He] = 6:4:0.02:0.98, with all other deposition parameters fixed 
at the values for the player of the midgap baseline cell noted in the previous section. In 
the preparation of thep-type material fiom TMI3, the doping gas was diluted in He rather 
than in H2, and a factor of two higher flow was used to account for the TMB molecule 
containing one boron atom versus two for diborane. The widegap a-Sil,Cx:H i-layers 
were prepared as a function of R using the formula developed in earlier optimization 
studies. The plasma power flm density was 78mW/cm2, and the partial pressure of the 
source gases [Sa]+[C&] was fixed at 0.075TorrY leading to an increase in gas pressure 
to - O.5Torr as R = [H2]/([Si€&]+[C&]) is increased to 20. 

Fig. 21(a) and (b) show typical single photon energy (2.45eV) trajectories for the full 
widegap solar cells having i-layers prepared with R = 10 and 20. The player, p-i interface, 
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i-layer, and n-layer can all be discerned. At this point, we have not completed analysis of 
the fill RTSE data sets corresponding to these trajectories (as was done for the midgap 
cell of the previous section), however, we have made a rather crude assessment of the 
magnitude of the pi interface problem which will be discussed fkrther below. In Table 3, 
we present the initial performance parameters for the widegap solar cells. Including results 
for the three different TCO's and four values of R: R = 2, 5, 10, and 20. The results also 
appear graphically in Figs. 22 and 23. As discussed in previous reports the cell prepared 
with R = 20 should show the best perfbrmance, assuming that best i-layer properties [e.g., 
lowest a( 1.2eV), lowest Urbach slope Eu] translate into the best solar cell performance. In 
fact, for cells deposited on specular ZnO, this expectation is closest to being be borne out 
since R = 20 yielded the best combination of initial Voc (0.909 and fill-factor (0.56). For 
cells deposited on specular Sn02:F, R = 10 yielded the best combination (O.92Vy 0.67). 
The latter cell yielded the best overall initial efficiency (- 4%) among all those prepared on 
three different TCO's with different values of R fiom 2 to 20. The overall best Voc 
(0.93V) was obtained for the cell prepared with R = 5 on specular Sn&:F. 



Table 2 Information deduced from RTSE studies of a-Si:Hp-i-n solar cell preparation on 
Sn02:F at two substrate temperatures. For the 25OOC cell, the n layer deposition 
was not monitored. The final solar cell characteristics were measured from a cell 
co-deposited onto textured Sn02:F along with the specular substrate used for 
RTSE. Note that the optical gaps are characteristic of the substrate temperatures 
used in the processes. 

250°C a-SkH solar cell 
P p/i i 

200°C a-Si:H solar cell 
P ph i n 

RTSE Results 

1.65 1.3* 1.56 1.72 1.24* 1.62 1.59 o p t i d  Gap+ (ev) 

Interface Roughness 
Thickness (A) 98 67 105 75 25 

Final Bulk Layer 
Thickness (A) 111 0 4250 112 0 43 12 283 

Final Surface Roughness 
Thickness (A) 67 3 21 75 1 25 22 

Effective Layer 
Thickness (A) 194 3.8 4294 204 1.7 4361 307 

Intended 
Thickness (A) [5000] [200] [0] [SOOO] [300] 

Bulk Layer 
Deposition Rate (&s)1.53 1 .o 1.47 0 1.21 1.47 0 

Solar Cell Characteristics 

12.9 
0.83 
0.71 
7.6 

Short Circuit Current (mAlcm2) 
Open Circuit Voltage (V) 
Fill-Factor 
Efficiency (%) 

13.7 
0.74 
0.65 
6.6 

The optical gaps reported here are obtained fiom ~2~ plots. At 200 and 250"C, these 
values are - 0.18 and 0.20eV narrower than the conventional Tauc optical gaps at 
25OC, respectively. 

* Because of the thinness of these layers, this should be interpreted as an absorption 
onset, and not as a true gap within the material. 

+ 
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Table 3 Initial performance parameters, including the open-circuit voltage, short-circuit 
current, fill-factor and efficiency for widegap p-i-n solar cells incorporating 
2000A a-Sil,,C,:H i-layers. In this series the H-dilution level for the i-layer was 

. the only variable parameter in the cell preparation. Results are provided for four 
values of the H-dilution ratio R = @2]/{[S3&]+[CQJ): 2, 5, 10, and 20, and 
three different TCO's: specular Sn02:F, textured Sn02:F, and ZnO. 

preparation substrate Voc 0 Jsc (mA/cm2) FF EFT. 

R = 2  specular ZnO 0.78 5.8 0.47 2.1 

20O0C, TMB p specular Sn02:F 0.88 5.6 0.61 3 .O 
a-SiC:H i-layer textured Sn02:F 0.88 5.7 0.53 2.7 

preparation substrate voc 0 Jsc (mA/cm2) FF EFT. 
2OO0C, TMB p specular Sn02:F 0.93 5.6 0.62 3.2 
a-SiC:H i-layer textured Sn02:F 0.88 6.3 0.52 2.9 
R = 5  specular ZnO 0.89 6.7 0.52 3.1 

preparation substrate Voc 0 Jsc (mA/cm2) FF EFF. 
200°C, TMB p specular Sn02:F 0.92 6.4 0.67 3.9 
a-SiC:H i-layer textured Sn02:F 0.88 7.6 0.56 3.7 
R= 10 sDecular ZnO 0.87 7.6 0.57 3.8 

preparation substrate voc 0 Jsc (mA/cm2) FF EFF. 
20O0C, TMB p specular Sn02:F 0.88 5.8 0.56 2.9 
a-SiC:H i-layer textured Sn02:F 0.87 7.2 0.54 3.4 
R =  20 ~~ecu la r  ZnO 0.90 6.9 0.56 3.5 
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a-SiC:H:B(OS) 
void(0.5) 

Sn0,:F 

----- 
a-SiC:H:B(O.S) 

void(0.5) 

a-SiC:HB 

SnO,:F(O.S) 

a-SiC:H:B(O.S) 

Fig. 18 Schematic optical models of (a) interface formation and (b) bulk layer growth 
regimes for a-Si,,Cx-S33 deposited on specular (but rough) Sn0,:F. In (a) 
two &e parameters used in the model: <, the volume k t i o n  of a-Si,,C;H 
iUng the modulations in the SnQF s d a c e  roughness layer and 4, a low 
density a-Si,,C;H surface roughness layer induced by the Sn0,:F roughness. 
In (b), two h e  parameters are also used d, and db, the latter Wig the bulk 
layer thickness. All roughness layers (4) are modeled as - 0.5/0.5 mixtures of 
bulk makrialshroid. 
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collected during - 50mins of Ar flushing when ph interface contamination 
occurs. The thicknesses d, and di are for the contaminant and substrate surface 
roughness layers and 5 is the volume fraction of contaminant forming within the 
substrate roughness modulation. All results were obtained on the solar cell of Fig. 
19 prepared at 2OO0C, with the exception of the open triangles in the effective 
thickness ($di+0.5d& which are obtained at 25OOC. Optical data for the 
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Fig. 21 Trajectories in the ellipsometric angles (Y,A) for the growth of two 
p-i-n solar cells incorporating widegap a-Sil,xCx:H i-layers. In (a) 
the H-dilution ratio of the i-layer R = p2]/([SiH4]+[CH4]) is 10 
and in (b) R = 20. In both cases the i-layer is prepared using a 
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4. P-type Layer Optimization 

4.1 Hydrogen Treatments for Widegap p-type Layers 

Novel player preparation is motivated by the fact that there are a number of problems 
with conventional players in a-Si:H based solar cells in the superstrate configuration. 
First, because H-rich plasmas degrade the conventional Sn02:F TCO, low-absorption 
microcrystalline layers cannot be used. Thus, the bandgap is widened through alloying 
with carbon. Unfortunately, incorporating the dopant atoms leads to-a reduction in the gap 
that negates the effect of alloying. Second, because thep-type layer is deposited first, B- 
related species can contaminate the surface of the player and the overlying i-layer, even in 
load-locked multi-chamber systems in which the p-chamber must be flushed before 
t rderr ing the sample to the i-chamber. We are developing an atomic H treatment at the 
pi interface that may be able to correct both of these problems without significantly 
damaging the underlying textured TCO. The role of the H-treatment is (i) to remove 
dopant-related species fiom the player surface and (ii) to passivate defects throughout 
much of thep-layer, in an attempt to widen the gap. The results of this study are included 
in Fig. 24 and in Tables 4 to 6. 

In the initial study we concentrated on two 30081~-layers which were deposited on c- 
Si. One sample was measured in the as-deposited state, whereas the other underwent an in 
situ filament-generated H-treatment immediately after deposition. The optical properties 
were monitored during the treatment, and the resulting data were analyzed using a 
reaction-lited model to determine the volume fraction of the modified material within 
the f k .  This volume fraction is proportional to the density of broken Si-Si bonds in the 
network. The results are plotted continuously as a function of time in Fig. 24. Here, the 
filament is ignited at a time of 10- and is extinguished after a 25min treatment. The 
volume fraction of modified material increases to - 0.13 during H-treatment, and about 
0.01 of this material reverts back to the original state upon extinguishing the filament. 
These results indicate that the e f f i  of the H-treatment is to convert a fraction of Si-Si 
bonds to Si-H bonds in a reaction-limited fashion throughout the thickness of the film. A 
small fraction of the broken Si-Si bonds re-form once the source of atomic H is removed. 

In Tables 4 and 5 we show the kinetic coefficients for H-trapping in three samples of 
a-Si:H(:B). In general as shown in Table 4, we find that fast and slow reaction rates for 
hydrogenation coexist in a-Si:H. In samples with a high void volume fraction the fast 
reaction rate dominates, whereas in optimum a-Si:H the slower reaction rate dominates. 
Doped materials show similar contributions fiom both fast and slow rates - an indication 
that voids may play a role in the hydrogenation behavior of this material. As shown in 
Table 5, we conclude that a large fiaction of the Si-H bonds introduced into the a-Si:H 
and a-Si:H:B are stable on the time scales needed to cool the sample and fieeze-in the new 
H-structure. Thus, the H-exposed material remains modified as it is brought to room 
temperature and removed from the chamber. 
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The properties of this modified a-Si:H:B material have been studied for comparison 
with the as-deposited material, and with conventional a-Sil&:H:B materials presently 
used for solar cells prepared both in single and multiple chamber systems in our 
laboratory. These results are included in Table 6. The results show that the H-modified 
material is expected to be superior overall to the a-Sil-,C,:H:B. For example, in order to 
achieve an equivalent room temperature conductivity of 3xlO”S/cm, sufficient B must be 
incorporated into a-Sil&:H to reduce the gap to 1.75eV, which is - 0.16eV lower than 
that of the H-modified material without carbon. One might. expect that H-modiiied 
a-Sil-,&:H:B would be even superior to H-modified a-Si:H:B. However, atomic H has a 
weaker modifyins effect on the alloys, possibly because of the stabilizing influence of 
carbon and also the presence of Si-CH3 bonding units which relax the network. 

There is a possibility that this approach could fail due to damage of the underlying 
~TCO by diffusing H. Our experience is that ZnO or textured Sn02:F may be less 
susceptible to this effect. If significant improvement is obtained, we expect to push the 
technique firther by using higher levels of H that may crystallize the near. M a c e  player. 
This could lead to an improvedp-i interface and reduced optical absorption Obviously if 
crystallization can be performed to a greater depth, then there will be a better chance of 
significant performance improvement. This may be achieved with higher atomic H 
concentrations at the surface than is possible with a heated filament. As a result, we are 
also in the process of utilizing a microwave-plasma rather than a heated filament for H 
generation. 

4.2 TMB as p-type Layer Source Gas 

The studies described in Sec. 3.1 (to be discussed in greater detail in Secs. 5.2 and 5.3) 
have suggested that limitations in the performance ofp-i-n solar cells prepared both in our 
single- and multi-chamber systems may arise from monolayer-level contamination of thep- 
layer surface that occurs during the flushing of the chamber before deposition of the i- 
layer. Two changes in our process procedure for cell preparation in the single-chamber 
system have been adopted in an attempt to characterize improved cells using our RTSE 
probe. The first improvement is the reduction in the substrate temperature during cell 
preparation &om 25OOC to 200°C which reduces the interface contamination thickness as 
shown in Sec. 3.1. The second improvement is the incorporation of TMB as the gas 
source instead of B2R. It has been shown that TMB is more stable and results in less 
contamination at the TCOh andp/i interfaces during the cell fabrication. 

Table 7 shows the characteristics of ourp-type layers developed for incorporation into 
solar cells prepared in the single chamber system used for RTSE monitoring. The 
deposition temperature was 25OoC, except for the last two entries. This table emphasizes 
that for all conventional p-type materials the activation energy, E, tracks the Tauc gap 
 ET^^ such that (ETIUc -Eo) is nearly constant between 1.32 and 1.39eV. Also included in 
this trend are the materials prepared at lower Ts and with TMB. The only sample that is 
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significantly outside this trend is the material prepared without any carbon alloying, but 
with an in situ hydrogen treatment after deposition. In this case, -Eb) is 0.15eV 
larger than for any a-Sil,C,:H:B materials. Furthermore the H-treatment over- 
compensates for the gap-narrowing typically observed ~ t h  doping. 

Our next step was to try to incorporate H-treated p-type material in 'the solar cell 
configuration. In this case, however, we applied the H-treatment to p-type a-Sil&:H:B, 
expecting that the lower penetration depth of H in this material would better protect the 
Sn02:F fiom reduction. Figure 25 and Table 8 summarize the results of this study, 
including the light I-V's and solar cell characteristics in the initial state for a control cell 
and two cells that were prepared on textured Sn02:F using two different atomic H- 
treatments which were performed just after p-layer deposition and chamber flushing. The 
two treatments were characterized by different filament powers, 9.2W which hydrogenates 
the bulkp-layer without any appreciable etching, and 28W which both hydrogenates the 
bulk and etches the top few monolayers of the p-layer. Thus, the role of these treatments 
was twofold: first, to remove any monolayer contamination from the Ar flushing (at 28W), 
and second to hydrogenate the p-layer in an attempt to widen its gap while retaining high 
conductivity as in Table 7 (both 28 and 9W). It is clear that these attempts failed 
presumably because of reduction of the Sn02:F underlying the player by the diffusing H. 
It is interesting, however, that the failure occurs primarily through a reduction in fill 
factor. We expect to perform similar experiments in the future using pure a-Si:H for the p-  
layer and ZnO for the TCO. 
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Table4 Kinetic coefficients for the in situ hydrogenation of samples of a-Si:H and 
a4i:H.B. These coefficients are defined through the equation: 

where aj and fbj (i = f ,  s) are the rate constants and normalized amplitudes for H 
incorporation through fast and slow pathways. 

f(t) = fbo 11 - fbf exp(-crrt) - f b s  eXP(%t)lY 

I Sample - -  . - .  
a-Si:H (opt.) 0.0050 0.00067 0.07 0.93 

a-Si:HB 0.0053 0.00065 0.52 
a-Si:H (5% void) 0.0032 - 1 0 

Table 5 Kinetic coefficients for de-hydrogenation of samples of a-Si:H and a-Si:H:B. 
These coefficients are defined through the equation: 
f(t) = fbo Ifstable i- fbf eXP(*fi) +- f b s  exP(-%t)ly 
where aj and fbj (i = f ,  s) are the rate constants and normalized amplitudes for H 
emission from deep traps. 

Table6 Selected properties of p-type amorphous semiconductor films, including as- 
deposited and H-modified a-Si:H:B, and conventional a-Sil,,C,:H:B. The 
properties include the Tauc optical gap at room temperature, the conductivity 
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Table 7 Comparison of the electrical properties of a-Sil.,C,:H:B prepared using a TMB-based p-type gas mixture, 
[Si&]:[Ch]:[H2]:[B(CH3)3] = 6:4: 1O:O. 1, at 2OOOC (fifth row), with other player preparations described in this report (T, = 
240 - 25OOC). Also included is a new result for a standard Bz&-based player deposited at 2OOOC for comparison with the 
TMB-based player (sixth row). 

CELL TCOlp-i interfaces Jsc (mNcm2) VodV) FF 
A standard 13.7 0.74 0.65 
B H-treatment 9.2W 11.8 0.74 0.54 
C H-treatment 28W 12.9 0.66 0.35 

Table 8 Initial characteristics of the solar cells of Fig. 25. 

EFF. 
6.6% 
4.7% 
3.0% 
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Fig. 24 Volume fraction of H-modified component (proportional to the 
density of broken Si-Si bonds) deduced in an analysis of RTSE 
data collected during in situ exposure of 3OOA thick a-Si:H:B to 
atomic H at 250°C. The solid lines plotted for filament on and off 
are fits assuming models for reaction limited breaking of Si-Si 
bonds (filament on) and thermally activated re-fonnation of the 
bonds (filament off). 
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Fig. 25 Initial I-V characteristics of midgap a-Si:H cells prepared 
in a single-chamber -system at 250°C. These characteristics 
reveal the cell degradation that results from simultaneous 
attempts to etch away surface contamination and generate a 
wider gap a-Si,-&:H player using filament hydrogenation. 
Cells A, B, and C were prepared using filament powers of 0, 
9.2, and 28W. 
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5. Top Cell Interfaces 

5.1 Compositional Gradients 

In our recent research, we have developed a new approach for the analysis of RTSE 
data that is of importance in monitoring solar cell grading. In our previous way of 
interpreting data, we kept track of the history of the deposition of one or more thin films. 
Thus, the multilayer optical analysis included a separate layer in the optical model for each 
film in the substrate structure, as well as for each change in the preparation parameters. 
For example, a glasdSnO2lp-i structure would include the glass substrate, Sn02, any 
SnO2lp interface layer, the player, any p-i interface layer, the i-layer, and finally, the i- 
layer surface roughness. This approach is possible, as long as care is take to prevent the 
accumulation of errors with the addition of the layers. The approach is not possible, 
however, for graded layers. For example, ten separate layers - each of slightly different 
optical properties - would be required to model a 2OOA pi buffer layer with 2OA 
resolution. Ultimately, however, even higher resolution would be desired to determine the 
precise band gap profile. 

In order to solve this problem, we have adapted the "common-pseudosubstrate 
approximation" to RTSE. This novel approach allows us to obtain the evolution of the 
optical properties and surface roughness on the top - 15A of the growing film without any 
knowledge of the underlying sample structure. Our first test of the approach was to form 
structures having graded void volume fiactions. This was achieved by continuously 
ramping the H-dilution in an a-Si1-,Cx:H film, keeping all other deposition parameters 
constant. As shown in Fig. 26 (top), we started with R = 2 and increased R linearly with 
time to the optimum value of R = 20, returned to R = 2, and then back to R = 20, all at the 
same ramping rate. In earlier work, we found that the H-dilution ratio strongly affected 
the void volume fiaction in the a-Sil-&:H film, but there was little effect on the C and H 
contents. Because of this, the void volume fiaction is expected to be primary variable 
parameter in characterizing the property gradients. The top part of Fig. 26 also includes 
the instantaneous deposition rate extracted fiom the RTSE data. The rate varies fiom 
about 1 . 3 h  when R = 2 to 0.6& when R = 20. By integrating the instantaneous 
deposition rate, the accumulated thickness can be determined versus time. 

In the lower part of Fig. 26, the surface roughness layer thickness and the gradient in 
the void volume fiaction are plotted continuously versus accumulated bulk layer thickness. 
The change in roughness is relatively small throughout the preparation process, however, 
the relative void fiaction shows large gradients that track the variation in R The results 
here are unique in that they represent the first successfbl optical analysis of amorphous 
semiconductor structures having continuously varying properties with thickness. 
Obviously, samples with continuously varying void fiactions are not directly usefbl in solar 
cell applications. However, the procedures we have developed are readily adaptable to 
samples with continuously varying alloy composition. Further research on this topic is 
presented in Sec. 6. 
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5.2 TC01’p-i Interfaces 

The properties of very thin (150-3OOA) doped layers and interfaces have a profound 
impact on the performance of amorphous semiconductor solar cells. Because of this, the 
performance of solar cells cannot be predicted fiom a knowledge of the bulk properties of 
thick layers alone. For example, it is known that the properties of very thin 
microcrystalline layers are much different from thick layers due to an increase in the 
volume fraction of the crystalline component that occurs with thickness. In addition, 
interactions between TCO substrate layers and the hydrides in the plasma used to deposit 
the player can m o w  the properties of the TCO, generating fiee metal at the interface in 
the case of the Sn@/a-Sil-xCx:H structure. Finally, p-type dopant-related contaminants 
are ofken incorporated at the p/i interface. Effects such as these yield cell performances 
that depend sensitively on the details of the processing procedure. In order to extend our 
knowledge of the properties of very thin layers and intefiaces, real time probes of solar 
cell fabrication are desired. 

We here describe the results of RTSE studies of interface formation during single- 
chamber preparation of t h e p i  layers of a-Si:H solar cells in the superstrate configuration. 
With the fidl spectroscopic capability of RTSE, we can obtain information on the 
microstructural evolution of each layer, including the surface roughness and bulk layer 
thicknesses and bulk void volume fiaction versus time. We can also obtain information on 
the optical properties of each layer, including the complex dielectric hnction (1.5 to 
4.0eV) and the optical gap. All this information can be obtained from data collected during 
growth, not only for each individual layer of the solar cell, but also for unintentional 
interface layers. Figs. 27 and 28 summarize results of our initial studies of a standard cell, 
starting with the deposition ofp-type a-Sil-,C,:H (x = 0.1) on doped SnO2, followed by 
the deposition of intrinsic a-Si:H on the p-layer. In previous investigations, we established 
conditions ofp-layer deposition that avoid metallic Sn contamination at the Sn02/p-layer 
interface. Thus, the TCO/p-layer interface problem is not of concern in this particular 
study. 

The top part of Fig. 27 shows part of a single wavelength ellipsometry trajectory (at 
ZSZeV), plotted in terms of the raw pseudo-dielectric hnction data, as an illustration of 
the pi deposition process on the specular SnO2 surface at 250°C. The schematic sample 
structures along with the associated thickness values, corresponding to the different 
trajectory segments, are depicted in the lower part of the figure, parts (a-f). As shown in 
Fig. 28(a-c), the first segment is swept out during the growth of ap-layer fiom a gas flow 
ratio of [CQ]:[SiH,&&]:[B2&] = 4:6:1:0.01, reaching a bulk thickness of 156& 
Because of the codormal coverage of the rough TCO surface, the measurements also 
identi@ a - 90A interface roughness layer between the TCO and the p-type a-Si:H, and a - 70 A surface roughness layer on the a-Sil-xC,:H. In the second segment, thep-type gas 
mixture is evacuated from the chamber which is then purged with Ar for 55min. In this 
time, a very thin layer [dark band in (d-f) of Fig. 281 develops on the surface (in the 
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absence of any plasma), conformally covering the surface. After purging, i-layer growth is 
initiated using a pure S S 4  gas mixture. 

Fig. 28(a-c) show more detailed quantitative data on the evolution of the layer 
thicknesses. Figure 28(a) shows that in the first -50s of film growth, thep-layer is filling in 
the modulations of the rough TCO surface. After  OS, the substrate roughness is filled in 
by depositing material, and a well-defined bulk layer grows at a linear rate of 1 . 6 h  In 
the time it takes to grow the 156A bulkp-layer, the substrate-induced roughness on thep- 
layer decreases in thickness fiom 85 to 6681. Including the interface layers leads to an 
effective or mass thickness of the p-type a-Sil&:H given by daS = fidi+db+O.Sd, = 
0.5(92)+156+0.5(66) A = 2358L Figure 28(b) shows the development of the interface 
layer during the 55min flushing time at an average rate of 0.46&&. Because the 
thickness of this layer is less than that of the substrate roughness layer onto which it 
deposits, a bulk layer does not form. The mass thickness of the layer after 55min is given 
by d,, = Gdi+0.5d, = 0.27(66)+0.5(15)A = 258L This layer appears to form fiom the 
desorption of B-containing species fiom the reactor walls, followed by re-deposition on 
the player surface. This layer is much thicker than that described in our previous 
discussion of the optimized midgap cell, owing to the unoptimized gas switching 
procedure at the end of the p-layer. (In particular, the p-layer gas was not turned off 
immediately upon terminating the plasma, leading to CVD growth of B-rich a-Si on the 
film surface Si-coated internal components of the reaction.) Fig. 28(c) shows the first 3min 
of i-layer growth. In the first 25s, the i-layer fills the roughness in the player surface, and 
a bulk layer forms at later times, increasing in thickness at a rate of 1 . 3 h  In the first - 
200A of i-layer growth, the substrate-iiduced roughness on the i-layer relaxes fiom - 50 
to 3581. 

The optical properties of the three separate layers are shown in Fig. 28(d-f). Results 
are given in the insets for the imaginary part of the dielectric function ~2 over the range 
&om 2.5 to 4.0eV. For materials of similar composition, the maximum E;! increases with 
decreasing void volume fraction up to a value of - 30 for the highest-quality a-Si:R The 
main part of the figure shows the hear extrapolation of (~$1'2 used to obtain the optical 
gap. It should be noted that the gap values obtained here differ in two ways fiom those 
typically quoted in the literature. First, the values are characteristic of a sample growth 
temperature of 250°C, and second, they are obtained using the constant dipole matrix 
element technique as applied by Cody which provides better linearity of the plot over a 
wider energy range. To obtain the room temperature Tauc gap (constant momentum 
matrix element), - 0.20eV must be added to each of the gap values shown here. 

The results of Fig. 28 are important in that they provide a fingerprint of the top 
junction of the solar cell. By adding an n-layer and back contact onto theph structures we 
are able to associate the top junction solar cell structure with the performance of the 
resulting cell. For the structure of Fig. 28 an initial efficiency of 5.2% has been obtained 
for cells on textured TCO-coated glass substrate. Thus, these values are characteristic of a 
cell having the optical fingerprint displayed in Fig. 28. Our recent studies have suggested 
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that the effect of the narrow gap material at thep-i interface, as shown in Fig. 28(e), is to 
reduce both Jsc and FF of the resulting solar cell. Thus, improvements can be made in this 
cell based on an understanding of the monolayer scale structure. Various approaches are 
being used to improve the cell characteristics: (i) improved player gas switching 
procedure as noted above; (ii) standard a-Sil,C,:H:B player followed by H plasma 
exposure of surface to remove contaminants; (ii) standard a-Si:H:B player deposition 
followed by hot-filament H clean and player modification as described in the previous 
section; and (iv) a-SilJ&:H:B player prepared using a TMB source gas instead of 
diborane for p-type doping. As noted earlier, we have currently installed the TMB in both 
multi-chamber and single-chamber reactor systems at Perm State. As shown in the 
previous section, there may be some advantages to using a C-free dopant gas, namely, the 
ease with which the resultingptype material can be modified or crystallized by H-atom 
exposure. Thus, we have the capability of using either TMB and diborane in our fbture 
studies. Returning to our discussion of the process improvement, we have found that by 
combining the approaches (i) and (iv) above and reducing the substrate temperature to 
200°C, the initial efficiency of midgap cells prepared in our single-chamber system have 
been increased fiom 5.2 to 8.4%. By using atomic-H interface passivation treatments, the 
initial efficiency of our multi-chamber midgap cells has been increased fiom a best value of 
8.1% to 8.6%. 

5.3 pLi Interfaces 

We have added aptype doping capability with TMB gas to our single-chamber solar 
cell deposition system. As a result, we can now compare the p/i-interface structure of 
solar cells incorporatingplayers doped using diborane and TMB gas sources. Some initial 
insights have been obtained from a comparison of single photon energy trajectories, 
focusing on (i) the termination of the player plasma, (ii) the 50min Ar gas flush, and (%) 
the initial stage of i-layer deposition. Simple inspection of these raw data can provide a 
relative magnitude of the ph-interface contamination that occurs during this period, but 
exact quantitative results must await a detailed analysis of the fbllplayer of the solar cell. 
Although this has been done in the case of several cells deposited at 200 and 250°C using 
a diborane source, it has not been done for any of the cells deposited using the TMB 
source. Figs. 29(a)-(c) show the p/i interface trajectories for three p/i interfaces. The 
results in (a) are for the optimized midgap cell of Figs. 18 to 20, in which the player is 
a-Sil&:H:B formed Erom diborane and the i-layer is a-Si:H. The results in (b) and (c) 
are for an a-Si:H midgap and an a-Sil,C,:H widegap cell (R = lo), in which the player is 
prepared with TMB as described in the previous part. 

. 

It turns out that the magnitude of the discontinuity in A between the end of the player 
and the start of the i-layer trajectories in Fig. 29 is a measure of the total effective 
thickness of interface contamination. As can be seen fiom Fig. 20 and Table 2, this value is 
1.7A in the case of the optimized diborane-prepared midgap cell of Fig. 29(a). Values of 
1.4A and 0.7A are estimated in the case of the TMB-prepared midgap and widegap cells 
of Fig. 29(b) and (c) respectively. It appears that in the case of TMB, the submonolayer- 
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level contaminant is volatile and some of it appears to blow off the surface upon i-layer 
formation, particularly when the i-layer is formed with extensive H-dilution as in the case 
of Fig. 29(c) with R = 10. We conclude at this point that TMB does appear to be 
favorable for achieving a higher qualityph interface, however, it is clear that even with 
TMB the interfaces are not perfect and there remains some run-to-run irreproducibility. 

We have described the solar cell performance for a series of widegap cells discussed in 
the previous part. Fig. 30 shows the estimated effective thickness of the interface layer 
plotted versus the value of R used in the preparation of the i-layer. In considering a 
possible correlation, one notes that the cell parameters show different variations with R 
For example, in the case of specular Sn@:F, VOC reaches its maximum value near R = 5 
whereas Jsc and the fill-factor reach their maxima near R = 10. For ZnO, however, Voc is 
optimal for R = 20 whereas Jsc and the fill-factor are again maximum near R = 10. It , 

appears that Voc exhibits different behavior than Jsc and the fill-factor, while the latter two 
parameters show a strong correlation. Thus, it is clear that Voc is not controlled by the 
interface layer thickness, however, there appears to be an effect of the interface layer on 
the current and/or fill-factor. 

One needs to be cautious in drawing the latter conclusion without a more carefidy 
controlled study in which only the interface layer thickness is varied. At this point however 
we are optimistic that we have uncovered a key parameter in the interface thickness. For 
example, it may be argued that the trends in Jsc and fill-factor are related to material 
quality and TCOIp interface issues. First the improvement in these parameters for 0 I R s 
10 may be due to the improvement in a-Sil&:H i-layer quality with R. One might then 
propose that the degradation in these parameters with increasing R fiom 10 to 20 may be 
due to a degradation of the TCOIp interface by H penetration through the player to the 
TCO where it may generate free metal. However, one can hrther argue against this effect 
since it is expected to be absent with ZnO TCO, yet the current and fill-factor still drop 
&om R = 10 to 20 for ZnO. We should keep in mind that the dffisive H-atom reduction 
of the specular Sn02:F may, however, account for the decreasing Voc with increasing R 
above R = 5. This effect occurs to a lesser extent in textured Sn@:F, which because of its 
larger grained structure is less susceptible to reduction. (Earlier work has shown that the 
grain boundary regions of the Sn%:F are preferentially attacked and reduced to free metal 
by atomic H.) The solar cells on ZnO, which is not reduced at all to free metal by atomic 
H, exhibit an increase in Voc out to R = 20, providing further support for a TCO reduction 
effect. Such features would occur upon striking the i-layer plasma, but may also be 
masked by other features associated with the weak H-chemical annealing of the 
a-Sil&:Hp-layer that may occur upon exposure to the H-rich plasma. In summary then, 
we tentatively conclude that the fill-factor and current of the widegap cells may in fact be 
influenced by the interface layer, whereas there is not a clear effect on Voc which appears 
to be influenced at least in part by the nature of the contact to the TCO. 
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Fig. 26 Results of an RTSE analysis of an a-Sil_xCx:H structure having a graded 

void volume fraction prepared by ramping the H-dilution ratio R, between 
2 and 20 (solid line at the top). Azso shown at the top is the instantaneous 
deposition rate. At the bottom the surface roughness thickness versus 
accumulated film thickness is shown, along with the gradients in the void 
volume fraction. It is clear that the microstructure of the film tracks the 
variation in the gas flow conditions. 
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Fig. 28 Thickness and volume fractions versus time and 25OOC optical data for the player, 
the@ interfhce layer, and the i-layer of the structure of Fig. 27. db is the bulk 
layer thickness and c& is the surfkce roughness layer thickness. e is the volume 
fraction of the i3.m that forms within the roughness on the surface of the substrate 
layer. The substrate roughness is completely filled in when fi  reaches - 0.5. The 
optical gap is determined by an extrapolation of the linear trend in ( ~ 2 ) ’ ~  to zero 
ordinate, where ~2 is the imaginary part of the dielectric hc t ion  (shown in the 
inset ftom 2.5 to 4.0eV). Theplayer gas shutdown procedure was not optimized 
for this deposition, and this accounts for the thick@ intefiace layer development. 
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Fig. 29 Trajectories in the ellipsometric angles (Y,A), focusing on thep/i interface 
formation process for three p-i-n solar cells all using an optimium p-layer 
gas shutdown procedure: (a) a midgap a-Si:H cell that incorporates a p  
layer prepared using diborane as the doping gas source; (b) a midgap a-Si:H 
cell prepared similarly to that of (a) but with ap-layer prepared using TMB 
as the doping gas source; and (c) a widegap cell incorporating ap-layer 
prepared with TMB similarly to that in (b) and an a-Si1&:H i-layer 
prepared with R = 10. The trajectories show: (i) the end of the p-layer 
preparation, (ii) the 50min Ar purge initiated after the termination of thep- 
layer plasma and gas supply, and (iii) the initial stage of i-layer growth. 
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Fig. 30 Estimated effective p/i interface contaminant layer thickness formed 
during the Ar flushing procedure for a series of a-Sil,Cx:H widegap 
cells. The thicknesses are plotted as a function of the H-dilution ratio 
used in the preparation of the a-Si I,xCx:H i-layer. 
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6. Solar Cell Grading 

6.1 Hydrogen Dilution Grading 

Hydrogen-dilution grading has been employed in an attempt to improve the 
performance of our optimum widegap solar cells (4% efficiency) prepared on specular 
SnQ:F by increasing Vm. We have suggested that the decrease in Vm for cells on 
Sn02:F, observed when R is increased from 5 to 20 results from H penetration through 
the player to the TCO. As a result, we have incorporated a H-dilution ramp fiom R = 2 to 
20 in the first - 200 A of the a-Sil&:H i-layer growth. Otherwise the deposition 
conditions are the same as for the R = 20 cell described above (see Table 3). Table 9 
compares the parameters for the control cell and those for the cell prepared with the H- 
dilution gradient. We have chosen to focus on the specular Sn02:F TCO substrate since in 
that case the largest improvement is possible if the reduction effect can be eliminated. 
Results for the ZnO TCO substrate are also provided. The results are very interesting in 
that there is no change at all in VOC or Jsc for the Sn02:F TCO and only a slight increase in 
f l l  factor. This observation suggests three different possibilities. (i) TCO reduction by in- 
diffusing H is not the cause of the Vm degradation with increasing R @) An improvement 
in V, and other performance parameters that might be expected is reversed due to the 
presence of a defective layer formed at low R near the interface. (iii) Even with the low H- 
dilution buffer, H is still reaching and degrading the TCO interface. 

One of these possibilities, (ii) can be eliminated by inspection of the results for the ZnO 
TCO substrate in Table 9. In this case, there is also very little change in the cell 
performance, suggesting that the high void fraction layer near the p/i interface, generated 
by the low R deposition is not detrimental to the device. To distinguish possibilities (i) and 
(ii), more experiments are needed with a thicker protective H-buffer. To accompany such 
experiments, we need the capability of characterizing these H-diluted layers which are 
expected to exhibit gradients in the void volume fiaction. The RTSE data analysis 
techniques for doing this have been described in detail in Sec. 5.1 and in earlier reports. 
Here we simply present the results in Figs. 3 1 and ,32. In Fig. 3 1 , the H-dilution ramp, the 
relative void volume fkaction in the top - 15A of the film, and the instantaneous deposition 
rate are plotted as a function of time for the structure co-deposited with the cells of Table 
9. In Fig. 32, the actual depth profile of the void volume fkaction is shown. These results 
are calculated from the data in Fig. 31 by integrating the instantaneous deposition rate. 
The capability demonstrated in Fig. 32 is very important as we compare the effects of 
other protective H-buffers designed to distinguish between the possibilities (i) and (iii) 
provided above. 

6.2 Widegap a-Si&,:H Buffer Layers 

We have initiated studies of wider gap undoped buffer layers incorporated at theph 
interface. Along with these studies, we are also developing the capability of characterizing 
the optical gap profile versus thickness for graded buffer layers using RTSE. The first 
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steps in this development have been described briefly in previous reports. Some of the key 
groundwork, including new data are presented here. 

In order to use RTSE to characterize the graded alloy profiles in a-Sil-&:H, we need 
to establish the relationship between the optical properties (or dielectric function) at each 
photon energy and the value of x. In Fig. 33, we show the dielectric function of i-layers 
prepared with different values of the [C&]:[Sa] ratio 2, leading to different values of 
alloy composition x. These samples were prepared with a fixed value of R = 5, a source 
gas partial pressure of 0.07Torr, and a total pressure of O.21Torr. In Fig. 33, the pairs of 
(2, x) values are included along side each curve, where the value of x is determined by 
electron microprobe techniques. To avoid having to prepare a very large number of 
samples as a finction of Z or x, we need to be able to parameterize a more limited data set 
so that reference dielectric functions can be generated as a continuous function of x. This 
provides an optical spectrum for comparison purposes so that x can be extracted &om the 
near-dace dielectric function, measured during buffer layer preparation. Furthermore, 
the ability of the measured dielectric function to closely fit a member of the reference 
dielectric fimction set throughout the spectral range provides a criterion from which we 
can determine the deposition rate and thickness. In Fig. 34, we show the dependence of 
the dielectric finction values on x for several photon energies that serves as an 
interpolation scheme for generating dielectric functions continuously versus x. 

Table 10 shows our first performance results for a cell that incorporates a widegap 
buffer layer. In this cell, the flows of C& and Sa were varied roughly linearly starting 
with a flow ratio of [C&]:[Si] = 3:2 and decreasing to 2:3 over a time of 33Os, for an 
intended buffer layer thickness of 20081 (see Fig. 35). The control cell, which was 
prepared under identical conditions without the buffer layer, is the widegap cell with R = 5 
in Table 3. For all TCO substrates, an increase of 0.03 - 0.04V in V, is observed. A small 
drop in fill-factor occurred for the Sn02:F TCO substrates, while an increase O C C U K ~  for 
ZnO substrates. Overall, the cell performance either remained about the same (Sn02:F) or 
showed a significant (- 20%) improvement (ZnO). In current research, we are 
characterizing the carbon concentration profile and optical gap profile of the buffer layer 
for the cell in Table 4. Once this information is obtained, modeling will be undertaken to 
obtain insights into the physical reasons for the cell parameter variations. In fiture 
research, we will attempt to optimize the buffer-layered cells using different gap profiles 
and insights from modeling. We will also compare the stability of the cells with and 
without buffer layers. 
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Table 9 Initial performance parameters for two widegap p-i-n solar cells incorporating 
2000A a-Sil,,C,:H i-layers. For the first, a H-dilution ramp from R = 2 to 20 is 
used in the early stages of i-layer growth. The remainder of i-layer growth is 
performed with R = 20. The second is a control cell prepared with R = 20 
throughout the fill i-layer. Results for solar cells on both specular Sn02:F and 
ZnO are provided. 

preparation substrate voc 0 Jsc (mA/cm2) FF EFF. 

R = 2 t o 2 0  specular ZnO 0.89 7.0 0.55 3.4 
a-SiC:H i-layer specular Sn02:F 0.88 5.8 0.58 3.0 

preparation substrate voc (v) Jsc (mA/cmz) FF m. 
R=20  specular ZnO 0.90 6.9 0.56 3.5 
a-SiC:H i-layer specular Sn02:F 0.88 5.8 0.56 2.9 

Table 10 Initial performance parameters for two widegap solar cells incorporating 2OOOA 
a-Sil-&:H i-layers. For the first, a wider-gap buffer layer with an intended 
thickness of 200A was incorporated in the early stages of i-layer growth. The 
buffer layer was generated by ramping the [C&]/[S&] ratio Z from 312 to 2/3. 
The remainder of i-layer growth was performed with Z = 2/3. The Hdution 
ratio R = [H2]/([SS4]+[C&]) was maintained at 5 throughout the i-layer 
deposition. The second is a control cell prepared with a [Cl&]/[S&] ratio of 2/3 
and R = 5 throughout the fbll i-layer. Results for solar cells on specular Sn02:F, 
textured Sn02:F, and ZnO are provided. 

preparation substrate voc (v) JSC (mA/cmz) FF EFF. 
a-SiC:H i-layer specular Sn02:F 0.96 5.7 0.60 3.2 
200A buffer textured Sn02:F 0.92 6.6 0.50 3.1 
Z = 1.5 to 0.67 soecular ZnO 0.92 7.4 0.56 3.8 

preparation substrate Voc 0 JSC (mA/cm2) FF EFF. 
a-SiC:H i-layer specular Sn02:F 0.93 5.6 0.62 3.2 
control cell textured Sn&:F 0.88 6.3 0.52 2.9 
Z = 0.67. R = 5 sDecular ZnO 0.89 6.7 0.52 3.1 
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Fig. 31 Near-dace (top - 15A) void volume fiaction (center panel) and 
depositon rate (lower panel) versus time as measured by RTSE 
during a H-dilution (top panel) ramp in the initial stages of the 
growth of an a-Si,&,:H i-layer. R is increased linearly with time 
from 2 to 20 in an attempt to avoid H-diffusion through the player 
and consequent damage of the Sn02:F TCO. 
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Fig. 32 Depth profile in the relative void volume fraction versus distance 
fiom thep/i interface as measured by RTSE during a H-dilution 
ramp in the initial stages of an a-Sil&:H i-layer (top panel of 
Fig. 31). These results were deduced from the data of Fig. 31 
(center panel), converting time to thiclaess by integrating the 
instantaneous deposition rate. 
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Fig. 33 Real (top) and imaginary (bottom) parts of the dielectric functions 
of a-Sil-xCx:H i-layers, prepared as a function of the [CH4]/[SiH4] 
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values (Z,x), the flow ratio and the alloy composition. Here x has 
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7. Future Work 

In order to reach the goals set in our proposal, as well as goals set by the Wide Gap 
Team, we must continue our efforts along the lines initiated here. The numbers in this list 
correspond to the topics highlighted in the Executive Summary at the beginning of this 
report. The future investigations will be continued under Phase I1 and Phase 111 of this 
subcontract where work enumerated in this section is confined to the topics addressed in 
Phase II. 

1. Improved Understanding of Stability in Materials and Solar Cells 

We will continue to fabricate materials and solar cell structures for other Wide 
Bandgap Alloy Team members and industry and chart progress made in the stabilized 
efficiency of widegap solar cells. Where possible, numerical modeling and/or device 
fabrication will be used to test concepts of other team members. Efforts will be made 
to maintain close contact with the Metastability and Mid-Bandgap Alloy Teams and in 
the characterization of their materials. We will continue to collaborate with the 
industrial partners of the Wide-Bandgap Team by assisting with optical measurements 
of materials and structures. Our initial work has established baseline optical properties, 
namely a@v) for 0.8 I hv 5 5eV in the annealed and light-soaked states, for widegap 
alloys prepared by Solarex. We have also characterized the structure of ZnOlAg 
interfaces for USSC. In the fbture, we intend to study pure Si-based widegap materials 
andp-type microcrystalline materials at the request of ECD. 

2. Novel Intrinsic Material Optimization 

We will complete assessment of selected novel materials using the same approach as 
used in Phase I for conventional PECVD materials. Films will be supplied to other 
team members for specialized measurements, and all measurements will be catalogued 
for comparison with standard materials. Our initial efforts in studying intrinsic 
a-Sil-&:H were undertaken in order to ensure that the properties of the alloys that 
we use in our structures are similar to those of device quality alloys of similar optical 
gaps prepared by industry. Our materials compare favorably to industry f k s  of similar 
optical gaps. The state of the art however is progressing. In fiture work we intend to 
further optimize our intrinsic materials with higher gaps using H-dilution and lower 
substrate temperatures. We will use both temperature and gas pressure as variables in 
an attempt to optimize the layers as characterized by sub-bandgap absorption spectra, 
void density, and dark conductivity versus temperature. In these firther attempts, we 
will continue to correlate electronic characteristics with microstructural evolution. 

3. Solar Cells Optimized forp- and i-Layer Performance 

Optimization of amorphous and microcrystallinep- and amorphous i-Iayers together in 
a solar cell configuration will be completed, achieving the optimum p/i configuration 
within the parameter space of conventional PECVD amorphous and microcrystalline 
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films. The ability of numerical modeling to predict the performance of these optimized 
cells based on materials data inputs will be tested. Solar cell stability using material 
parameters will be modeled and consistency sought in the results. The cell design of 
bothp-i-n and n-i-p structures will be modified as needed to improve the stability 
performance using insights provided by the modeling. 

4. Novelp-Type Materials Optimization 

Thep-layer performance for novel wider-bandgap p-layer materials will be charted for 
amorphous silicon, silicon-carbon, as well as microcrystalline silicon. For those 
materials that show M e r  promise for solar cells we will study materials growth on 
transparent conducting oxides (TCO), including ZnO, to ensure that the TCO 
degradation does not eliminate promising material candidates. We will deposit p-i-n 
and n-i-p solar cells using p-layers designed as an improvement over previously 
optimized amorphous materials. In situ ellipsometry studies of p-type pc-Si:H will be 
initiated in an attempt to better understand the material, its properties, &d its 
suitability for devices. We will alter the pc-Si:H growth environment by varying the 
gas flow ratios while maintaining the H-dilution ratio constant. Optical absorption 
spectra of the pc-SkH thin films will be obtained and compared to the results for 
a-Sil&:H, to assess potential advantages of the former in solar cells. In addition, 
such materials will be doped in attempts to place the Fermi level closer to the 
conduction band edge than has been possible in the amorphous alloys. 

5. Top Cell Interfaces 

Studies of the correlation between interface stability and solar cell stability will be 
completed for optimum solar cells fabricated with conventional PECVD amorphous 
and microcrystallinep- and amorphous i-layers. Focus will be given to developing an 
optimum solar cell, on which interface corrective procedures will be instituted to 
fiuther improve solar cell efficiencies. 

6. Solar Cell Grading 

Solar cells will be fabricated with graded i-layers using optimum amorphous and 
microcrystallinep-layers in the devices as guided by real time monitoring, modeling, 
and sensitivity analysis. The i-layers will be prepared under optimized conditions and 
comprehensive measurement of the stabilized performance in order to ensure that 
directions provided by the modeling are accurate. Further work needs to be 
accomplished in order to hlly implement our grading capability. We need to develop 
the optical equations that allow us to convert the change in near-surface dielectric 
response, as measured by single-photon energy ellipsometry, to a near-surface band- 
gap. These equations must take into account the 10 - 2OA roughness layer that 
typically exists on the growing semiconductor surface. Once these equations are filly 
developed, we plan to install them in a real time monitoring and control loop, so that 
the calculated band gap is compared to a target value and the C&, H2, and Sa flow 
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meters are adjusted under computer control to meet the target value. Initially this well 
be set up on a single-chamber system for feasibility analysis, using a 486 
microprocessor-based computer for speed. This will allow us to compare predicted 
and actual performances of cells with the pre-specified gradations, which can then be 
modeled in a quantitative, self-consistent manner. 
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